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Inleiding

Kosmische stralingsdeeltjes die de aarde bereiken, bestaan voor het meren-

deel uit zeer energetische losse atoomkernen van waterstof en helium.Met

uitzondering van op de zon geproduceerde relativistische deeltjes, welke

maar af en toe voorkomen, zijn de geladen nucleonen afkomstig van buiten

het zonnestelsel.

Op hun weg van buiten het zonnestelsel tot aan de top van de aardatmosfeer

ondervinden deze zogenaamde primaire deeltjes de invloed van magneetvelden

en de daarin voorkomende onregelmatigheden.De verschillende gebieden in

de interplanetaire ruimte, waar een bepaald planetair, magneetveld over-

heerst, zijn gescheiden door overgangsgebieden - magnetopauzes - aan

beide zijden waarvan grote, abrupte wijzigingen in grootte en richting

van het magneetveld plaatsvinden.

Een constant magneetveld verandert alleen continu de richting van de ge-

laden deeltjes ten gevolge van de Lorentz kracht.De om de veldlijnen spi-

ralende deeltjes kunnen echter aanzienlijke energie veranderingen onder-

gaan bij botsingen met onregelmatigheden zoals schokgolven.Veranderingen

in het aantal aankomende primaire deeltjes per tijdseenheid kunnen zowel

voortvloeien uit veranderende energieverliezen als uit het tijdelijk weg-

vallen van deeltjes met een bepaalde aankomstrichting.

Allereerst maken de primaire deeltjes de overgang van een galactisch veld

naar een door de zon geproduceerd magneetveld mee.Dit overgangsgebied van

het galactische naar het zogenaamde interplanetaire magneetveld bevindt

zich voorbij 25 Astronomische Eenheden (1 AE is de gemiddelde afstand van

de aarde tot de zon, ongeveer 150 miljoen km).Deze heliopauze zal wellicht

nog voor het jaar 2000 door de twee Pioneers en de twee Voyagers worden

gedetecteerd.

Het interplanetaire magneetveld zit "ingevroren" in de zonnewind, een

plasma welke met een snelheid van 400-600 km/s van de zon afbeweegt.De

eigenschappen van het interplanetaire magneetveld worden bepaald door zich

op of bij het zonsoppervlak afspelende processen.De op het zonsoppervlak

als zonnevlekken zichtbare magnetische activiteit vertoont een 11-jaarlijk-

se periode.Men verwacht daarom, dat de uitgestrektheid van het interplane-

taire magneetveld - de modulatie holte - kan variëren met de fase van de

zonsactiviteit op magnetisch gebied.

Eenmaal in het interplanetaire magneetveld aangekomen ondergaan de pri-

maire deeltjes "botsingen" met allerlei onregelmatigheden in dit magneet-
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veld.Aangezien deze onregelmatigheden bewegen met een snelheid gelijk aan

die van de zonnewind, welke ook een snelheidscomponent heeft ten gevolge

van de rotatiesnelheid aan het zonsoppervlak, krijgen de primaire deel-

tjes deze snelheidscomponent ook vectorieel opgeteld mee.

Behalve het regelmatige interplanetaire magneetveld, dat er uit ziet als

een Archimedes spiraal (denk aan een ronddraaiende tuinsproeier), is er

rond de zonsmagnetische equator een gegolfde neutrale laag.Dit gegolfde

vlak vormt de scheiding tussen de twee magnetische halfronden van het

interplanetaire magneetveld.Dit interplanetaire magneetveld heeft een

monopool karakter.In het ene magnetische halfrond heerst een magneet-

veld,dat in de richting van de zon wijst, in het andere halfrond een,

dat van de zon afwijst.De heersende polariteit in elk der halfronden

slaat eens per 11 jaar om.De volledige magnetische activiteits-cyclus

van de zon duurt dan ook geen 11 maar 22 jaar.

In het gebied dat door de gegolfde neutrale laag bestreken wordt, bevindt

zich de aarde.Het gegolfde patroon, dat de scheiding vormt tussen naar

de zon toe en van de zon af gerichte magneetvelden, zwiept langs de aarde

met een snelheid van ongeveer 300 km/s ten gevolge van de zonsrotatie-

snelheidscomponent.Hierdoor bevindt de aarde zich afwisselend in het ene

of het andere magnetische halfrond, wat zichtbaar wordt in satelliet-

metingen van de richting van het interplanetaire magneetveld in de na-

bijheid van ds aarde.De gegolfde neutrale laag is een volgend belangrijk,

zo niet het belangrijkste, obstakel op de weg van de geladen deeltjes.

Vlak bij de aarde ondergaan de geladen deeltjes nog de invloed van het

aardmagneetveld.In het magneetveld van de aarde, is het, door het dipool

karakter van het veld, voor de deeltjes gemakkelijk om aan de magnetische

polen tot de atmosfeer door te dringen en naar de evenaar toe moeilijker

(het breedte effect).Het aardmagneetveld werkt als een spectroscoop.

De laatste invloedsfeer, welke ons op zeenivo scheidt van de primaire

deeltjes, is de atmosfeer.Veranderende klimatologische omstandigheden

beïnvloeden de absorptie-, verval- en ionisatie kansen van de secundaire

deeltjes zoals neutronen en mesonen, die geproduceerd worden in de door

primaire deeltjes in gang gezette cascades.

Het zal duidelijk zijn dat, afhankelijk van het interessegebied, korrek-

ties nodig zijn om een juiste interpretatie aan intensiteitsvariaties

van secundaire kosmische stralingsdeeltjes te kunnen geven.



Samenvatting

Het in dit proefschrift behandelde onderzoek is opgezet om-de. halfdaagse

periode in de aantallen gedetecteerde neutronen en.mesonen in de secun-

daire kosmische straling op zeenivo te onderscheiden naar twee mechanismen.

Deze twee mechanismen zijn a) de halfdaagse periode in de luchtdrukvaria-

ties op zeenivo en b) twee maxima in de aankomstrichtingsverdelirig van de

primaire deeltjes welke, ten gevolge van de aardrotatie, resulteren in een

halfdaagse variatie.Een gradiënt in de guiding-centre dichtheid van de

primaire deeltjes naar beide zijden loodrecht op de neutrale laag veroor-

zaakt een dergelijke aankomstrichtingsverdeling in de om het interplane-

taire magneetveld spiralende geladen deeltjes.

De best bekendo invloed is die van de halfdaagse variatie in de lucht-

druk. Luchtdrukvariaties kunnsn met een verhoudingsgetal - barometer kor-

rektie koëfficiënt - verrekend worden voor wat betreft hun invloed op

de aantallen getelde secundaire deeltjes.Aangezien de luchtdruk voor dit

doel nauwkeurig genoeg gemeten wordt, is alleen de waarde van de baro-

meter koëfficiënt doorslaggevend voor een juiste korrektie voor deze at-

mosferische invloed op de getelde aantallen neutronen en mesonen.

Hoofdstuk 2 is geheel gewijd aan de bepaling van een fysisch en statis-

tisch zo verantwoord mogelijke bepaling van deze barometer koëfficiënt

uit de getelde neutronen- en gemeten druk reeksen.De schatting van een

koëfficiënt uit deze twee tijdreeksen wordt gekompliceerd door het feit,

dat er al zoveel invloeden op de aantallen geproduceerde secundaire deel-

tjes doorwerken voordat de atmosfeer een rol gaat spelen.Met behulp van

een model voor de extraterrestrische invloeden, welke tot uiting komen

in autokorrelatie van de residuen bij een kleinste kwadraten schatting

van de koëfficiënt, en een tijdafhankelijke barometer koëfficiënt kon

een optimaal resultaat bereikt worden.

Het verkregen stel barometer koêfficiënten kan behalve voor een zo ver-

antwoord mogelijke korrektie ook gebruikt worden als schatters voor de

gemiddelde energie van het voor produktie verantwoordelijke primaire

deeltjes spectrum.

In hoofdstuk 3 is de bepaling van atmosferische korrektie koêfficiënten

voor verwijdering van de invloed van veranderende atmosferische omstan-

digheden op getelde aantallen mesonen ter hand genomen.Voor mesonen is

niet alleen variatie in de totale massa van belang, maar ook variaties

in de dichtheidsverdeling van de luchtmassa langs de baan.
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Hoewel invloeden van buiten de aarde minder doorwerken op de aantallen ge-

produceerde mesonen, waardoor er geen tijdafhankelijke korrektie koëffici-

enten nodig zijn, geeft de veelheid aan beschikbare tijdreeksen nieuwe

komplicaties.De afwijkingen uit de standaard profiel waarden zijn tussen de

vaste millibar nivos te sterk kruisgekorreleerd om uit de tijdreeksen een

fysisch betrouwbaar stel korrektia koëfficiënten te bepalen.Op verschillen-

de wijzen wordt nagegaan hoe de invloed van deze hoge kruiskorrelaties

zo veel mogelijk beperkt kan worden.

Na korrektie voor atmosferische variaties met de in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 ver-

kregen korrektie koëfficiënten wordt in hoofdstuk 4 nader ingegaan op de

invloed van het interplanetaire magneetveld, met name op de rol van de

gegolfde neutrale laag.Het hieruit verkregen inzicht wordt gesteld tegen-

over hypotheses welke in modellen over de oorzaak van halfdaagse variatie

gehanteerd zijn.

Het in de zeventiger jaren verkregen inzicht in de structuur van het

interplanetaire magneetveld en de neutrale laag biedt een alternatief

voor de bepaling van een gradiënt in guiding-centre dichtheid van de

primaire deeltjes naar beide zijden loodrecht op de neutrale laag.Deze

gradiënt blijkt beter bepaald te kunnen worden uit de halfjaarlijkse

variatie in zonsrotatie gemiddelde intensiteiten dan uit de in de model-

len afgeleide halfdaagse variatie in gekorrigeerde aantallen kosmische

stralingsdeeltj es.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 5 nog een spectraal analyse van variaties

in gekorrigeerde metingen gedaan.Zo'n analyse waarbij de variantie van

de tijdreeks wordt onderscheiden naar bijdragen per frekwentie inter-

val, is nodig om een uitspraak te kunnen doen over de significantie

van de halfdaagse variatie.Op basis hiervan kan worden verklaard waar-

om de gebruikelijke bepaling van amplitude en fase van een exact half-

daagse variatie, uit metingen van een dag of een week, zo'n sterke

spreiding qua resultaat oplevert.Tevens kan met behulp van deze spec-

traal analyse, uitgevoerd op jaarbasis voor zowel variaties in aantallen

neutronen als mesonen, een statistisch onderbouwde uitspraak gedaan

worden over de significantie van de halfdaagse variatie in verschil-

lende fases van de zonne activiteits-cyclus.
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Introduction

Cosmic ray particles, that reach the earth, consist mainly of relativis-

tic bare nuclei of hydrogen and helium atoms.With the exception of occa-

sionally produced high energetic particles from the sun, the origin of

these charged nuclei lies outside the solar system.

Along their trajectory from outside the solar system to the top of the

atmosphere above the instruments, magnetic fields continuously change the

direction of motion of the so-called primary particles.Irregularities in

the magnetic fields modulate the energy of the primary particles.Areas in

interplanetary space dominated by planetary magnetic fields are separated

from the interplanetary magnetic field by transition zones, called magne-

topauses.Large, abrupt changes in field strength and field direction oc-

cur across these transitions.

Whereas a regular magnetic field solely changes the direction of motion

of a charged particle, due to the Lorentz force, the energy of the primary

particles, which spiral around the field lines, can only change as a result

of collisions with magnetic irregularities such as Shockwaves.Variations

in the number of arriving primary particles per unity of time result from

changes in the energy losses as well as from the temporary absence of

certain arrival directions.

The first boundary primary particles cross is the transition between the

galactic and the solar magnetic field.The location of this so-called he-

liopause is beyond 25 Astronomical Units (1 AU is the average distance

from the earth to the sun, almost 150 million km).The location of the

heliopause may be detected by the two Pioneers and the two Voyagers

before the year 2000.

The interplanetary magnetic field can be pictured as "frozen" into the

solar wind, a plasma moving away from the sun with a velocity between 400

and 600 km/s.Magnetic processes near or on the solar surface largely de-

termine the properties of the interplanetary field.Sunspots, the visual

evidence of this magnetic activity, show an 11 year period.One expects

therefore, that the distance to which the interplanetary field is carried

by the solar wind, the so-called radius of the modulation cavity, may

vary according to the phase of the solar magnetic activity cycle.

Once the primary particles have arrived in the interplanetary magnetic

field, which looks like an Archimedian spiral or rotating garden hose

pattern, they are influenced by a neutral sheet near the solar magnetic
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equator.The interplanetary magnetic field displays a monopole character.

The warped neutral sheet separates the two hemispheres of the interplane-

tary magnetic field and corotates with the sun.In one of the hemispheres

the magnetic field points towards the sun, in the other hemisphere it

points away from the sun.The polarity in each of the hemispheres turns over

once per 11 year.A complete magnetic activity cycle on the sun, therefore,

lasts 22 year instead of 11.

The earth is located within the area of interplanetary space covered by

this warped neutral sheet.The wavy configuration overtakes the earth in

its orbit with a velocity of =300 km/s due to solar rotation velocity.

As a result the earth is located alternately in one of the two magnetic

hemispheres of opposite polarity.This alternation of field direction can

be registered by instruments onboard satellites outside the earth magne-

tic field.The warped neutral sheet is another important, maybe even the

most important, obstacle for the charged primary nuclei.

Near the earth, its magnetic field influences the propagation of the pri-

mary particles.Due tc the dipole character of the earth magnetic field it

is easiest for the particles to reach the atmosphere in the vicinity of

the magnetic poles.Into the direction of the magnetic equator access is

restricted to more energetic particles (the latitude effect).The earth

magnetic field acts as a spectroscope.

Finally, the last stage between sealevel and primary particles, is the

atmosphere.Changing climatic conditions influence the probabilities of

absorption, decay and ionisation of the secondary particles like nucle-

ons and mesons produced in cascades initiated by primary particles colli-

ding with atmospheric constituents.

It will have become clear, that, depending upon the area of interest, cor-

rections will be necessary before a correct interpretation of intensity

variations in secondary cosmic ray particles can be given.



The aim of this research was to distinguish as accurately as possible

between two mechanisms behind a halfdaily variation in detected numbers

of neutrons and mesons in the secondary cosmic ray particles at sea level.

These two mechanisms are the halfdaily variation due to airpressure vari-

ations at sea level and in the number of primary particles with a certain

arrival direction.The distribution among arrival directions in the eclip-

tic plane varies if there exists a gradient in the guiding centre density

of primaries in directions perpendicular to the neutral sheet.

The influence of semi-diurnal variation in airpressure is well known.Its

influence can be eliminated with a ratio, called barometric coefficient,

between airpressure and intensity changes.Since the airpressure is regis-

tered accurately enough for this purpose, it is the value of the barome-

tric coefficient which decides whether the atmospheric correction is com-

plete.

Chapter 2 is devoted in its entirety to the calculation of a physically

and statistically justifiable determination of this barometric coefficient

for neutron measurements and airpressures.The estimation of a barometric

coefficient from these two time series is complicated due' to the fact that

so many extraterrestrial influences have already modulated the primary

particle energy composition, before the atmosphere comes into play.

Using a model for the extraterrestrial influences, which appear as auto-

correlation in the residuals when the barometric coefficient is estimated,

and a time dependent barometric coefficient an optimal result can be ob-

tained.

The resulting set of barometric coefficients can also be used as an esti-

mation for the time variation of the primary particle median energy.

Chapter 3 deals with the estimation of atmospheric correction coefficient s

for the elimination of the influence of changing atmospheric conditions

on the number of detected mesons.For mesons not only the variation of to-

tal mass, but also the variations in mass-distribution along the trajec-

tory of the mesons are important.

No time dependent correction coefficients are needed for the influence of

atmospheric variations on mesons since changing conditions outside the

atmosphere have only a minor influence upon the number of mesons produced.
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However, new complications arise due to the large number of time series.

The deviations of the atmospheric variables from the standard atmosphere

show too large crosscorrelations.This makes it impossible to determine a

physically correct set of correction coefficients from the available time

series.Several procedures are attempted to limit the disturbance of high

crosscorrelations.

After correction for atmospheric variations using the resulting atmosphe-

ric correction coefficients from chapter 2 and 3, the influence of the

structure of the interplanetary magnetic field near the earth is examined

in chapter 4.The better insight into the effects of a warped neutral sheet

is in contrast with the models that give a possible cause for the semi-

diurnal variation.The more detailed knowledge of the structure of the neu-

tral sheet gained from satellite measurements during the sixties and the

seventies,however,offer an alternative for the determination of a gradient

in the guiding centre density of primary cosmic ray particles in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the neutral sheet.The much more direct measurement

of such a gradient can be obtained from a semi-annual variation in solar

rotation mean corrected intensities of secondary cosmic rays.

Finally, in chapter 5, a power spectral analysis of variations in correc-

ted intensities of neutrons and mesons is carried out.Such an analysis

distinguishes the variance of a time series into contributions within

small frequency intervals.The power spectral analysis is needed to judge

the significance of the semi-diurnal peak in relation to neighbouring

frequency intervals.As a result it can be explained why the usual deter-

mination of amplitude and phase of an exact halfdaily period, from mea-

surements covering a day or even a month, show such large fluctuations.

From the powir spectra of variations in neutron and meson intensities

on a yearly basis, a statistically fundamented judgement can be given

as to the significance of the semi-diurnal variation during the diffe-

rent phases of the solar magnetic activity cycle.
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CHAPTER 1

THE INSTRUMENTS AND DATA-SETS

1.1 THE NEUTRON MONITOR NM64-18

Continuous recording of changes in the intensity of cosmic ray particles

before the satellite-era was restricted to heavy ground-based instru-

ments. Even now any continuous information on primary cosmic ray parti-

cles with an energy per nucleon o£ more than 1 GeVr still comes from

ground-based instruments like the super neutron monitor and meson te-

lescope introduced in 1964.

The construction of the neutron monitor developed by H.Carmichael (1964)

is a further development of the IGY monitor of Simpson and based upon

the following considerations.The monitor measures the number of evapo-

ration neutrons produced by the nucleonic component in the lead around

the counting tubes.The neutron intensity is proportional to the secondary

cosmic ray nucleonic intensity.The average energy of primary nuclei that

contribute to *"he production of neutrons is about 9 GeV, whereas it is

about 30 GeV for those contributing to the meson intensity recorded at

sea level.

Evaporation neutrons when thermalised can be detected with a proportio-

nal counter tube filled with Borontrifluoride.The B isotope of Boron,

enriched to 96% in the tubes, is used to detect the products of the fol-

lowing exothermic neutron capture reaction:

1 0B 5 + n * 7Li 3 +
 4He 2 + E ^ (1)

with a kinetic energy for the two reaction products of 2.30 MeV (94%)

or 2.78 MeV (6%).The pulses in the tube resulting from this reaction

can be discriminated from smaller pulses due to mesons or electrons

passing through the tube.

Neutron production in air by the nucleonic component depends upon

climatic and environmental conditions, which make a bare gas-filled

tube unsuitable for our purpose.Since the production rate of neutrons

per unity of mass is proportional to the atomic mass of the producer,

higher rates are obtained when heavy elements like lead are used for

the producer.



In order to achieve a situation in which the production circumstances

remain as constant as possible, the neutrons produced in the lead should

be isolated from those produced outside the neutron monitor.To prevent

externally produced neutrons from entering the instrument an outer neutron

reflecting layer of polyethylene is used.The polyethylene is also used

immediately around the tubes to thermalise the neutrons produced in the

lead.The resulting construction reduces the contribution of external-

ly produced neutrons to about 5%.

The principal aim of this neutron monitor was to obtain a tenfold gain

in intensity with respect to tb.e IGY monitor in order to increase the

accuracy of the measurements.The NM64 monitor tubes each register about

42,000 counts/hour.The statistical deviations to be expected from coun-

ting statistics alone amount to 0.5%/hour (proportional to /N/N).For

the entire monitor, grouped into three independent sections of 6 tubes

each, the counting statistics of hourly rates is about 0.1%.

Although measuring intervals of 5 minutes are used, the hourly total

rates, sum of the three sections, are regularly published.For detailed

studies of sudden rapid changes in intensity the 5 minutes values can

be used.

Further details of the neutron monitor can be found in Hatton (1971).

1.2 THE MULTIPLICITY ANALYZER

The number of neutrons produced in the lead by one interacting seconda-

ry cosmic ray nucleon, depends upon its energy.For the average energy of

200 MeV/nucleon the produced number of neutrons, the "real multiplicity"

of the event, is about 10.The "detected multiplicity" is defined as fol-

lows: when a first detected neutron from an interaction in the lead starts

a 1 millisecond gate timer, this neutron and all subsequent neutrons coun-

ted within this gating time form the detected multiplicity.

In order to infer the real multiplicity intensity from the detected mul-

tiplicity intensity one must take into account:

a) The poor detection efficiency of the monitor,that results into ah

average detected multiplicity of only 1.44.

b) That, with an average of 70 events per second per section complica-

tions arise with a gate-time of 1 millisecond.The chances that events

will overlap are not negligible.



c) Each detected neutron stops the detection of following neutrons for

20 microseconds due to the discriminator dead-time.

d) Although within 1 millisecond 90% of the neutrons originating from

one event are counted, chances for partially detected events are

also non-negligible.

Corrections can be made to infer the real multiplicity from the one detec-

ted, but the usefulness, according to Vinjé (1973), is not enlarged by

such corrections.

Although the median sea level nucleon energy rises from 0.07 GeV

for multiplicity 1 to 0.25 GeV for multiplicity 4, the range of ener-

gies which contribute to a detected multiplicity is rather wide; see

Hatton (1971) .

A third factor that reduces the usefulness of multiplicities as energy

discriminators is the contamination of neutrons produced in the lead

by mesons.Since their contribution to the lowest multiplicity is lar-

gest, this severely distorts the median energy level to be associated

with each multiplicity.

A fourth factor that has to be taken into account, is the limited coun-

ting statistics for detected multiplicities above multiplicity 3.

These four factors severely limit the use of detected multiplicities

as energy discriminators.As a result the median energy does no longer

rise with increasing multiplicity but shows a minimum for multipli-

city 2.Multiplicities 1 and 3 have about the same associated median

energy.

Our multiplicity analyzer was connected to the counts of neutron mo-

nitor section 1.Although designed to give additional energy range

split up of the total rates, it turns out not to present that much

extra information one expected.As a result most of the cosmic ray

stations around the world discontinued the registration of multipli-

cities.

1.3 MESON TELESCOPE MT64

The telescope consists of plastic scintillator blocks in light-tight

boxes with a surface of 1 square meter and a thickness of 24 cm with a

photomultiplier on one of the sides of each box.The meson telescope in its

simplest configuration consists of two such boxes, one above and one be-

neath an absorber for the soft component, 1 meter apart.



In out case the meson telescope makes use of the lead of neutron sec-

tion-3 to remove the soft component.Counts from boxes above and be-

neath the absorbing lead must be in coincidence in order to qualify

as a meson. (The thickness of the lead absorber is 20.3 cm)

The entire telescope consists of 8 square meter boxes, 4 above and

4 beneath neutron section-3.With the aid of coincidence gates, pulses

from each of the four top boxes can be used in combination with pul-

ses from each of the four bottum boxes to define several direction

sensitive telescope units.

1.3.a Wide-angle telescope

A maximum number of counted mesons is obtained when a pulse from one

of the upper boxes is registered in coincidence with one of the lower

boxes.Since the distance between upper and lower telescopes is 1 meter,

a largest opening angle of 63 degrees around the vertical or zenith di-

rection is created.

1.3.b «_*J3ic telescopes

Four cubic telescopes are created by recording coincidences between pul-

ses coming from one of the upper boxes and from one of the lower boxes

immediately below the activated top box.They provide us with telescopes

looking into the zenith direction with an opening angle of 45 degrees

around the vertical.Counts from these four cubic telescopes are regis-

tered in groups of two.They should give identical results within their

statistical limits and serve as indicators of proper functioning.

1.3-c Inclined telescopes

East-West, West-East, South-North and North-South looking telescopes are

created by counting coincidences between pulses from two boxes on the

East, West, South, North side of the four upper boxes with pulses from

the two West, East, North, South side boxes diagonally below them, res-

pectively.The opening angle of these inclined telescopes is from the ver-

tical to 60 degrees inclined to the vertical in the directions mentioned.

With the aid of inclined telescopes differences related to the asymptotic

directions of the primary particles which generated the mesons, can be

studied.The asymptotic direction of the primary particle is defined as

the arrival direction outside the earth magnetic field that is found

when the particle would be traced back along its trajectory in the earth

magnetic field.



1.4 THE BAROMETER

The airpressure at the observation site is recorded by a precision baro-

meter with digital output, type Exactel IQSÏ-581-CM-W.For the world net-

work of neutron monitors this special completely stainless steel type of

barometer was developed.However,the vacuum above the mercury column turns

out to deteriorate due to outgassing of the steel.This very constant dif-

fusion process caused the recorded average airpressure to drop 1 cm Hg in

the 15 years of measurements.

Due to the reduced mean height of the mercury column the magnitude of re-

corded variations is also reduced.The automatic temperature correction of

the column height will also be affected.

During computations airpressure values were corrected for this gradual

drift, in order to obtain unbiased values for the barometric correction

coefficients.

For corrections we need to know dP(t) = P(t) - PQ

dP(t) is determined from P (t) and P_(t) as follows: ,
m 0 :

dP(t) = Pm(t) + c.t - PQ (2)

with P. = average airpressure level

P(t) = airpressure at time.t

Pp(t) = drifted average airpressure level at time t

P (t) = P - c.t with c = drift rate in cm Hg/s

P (t) = measured airprsssure at time t

t = time in seconds passed since construction of barometer

1.5 RADIO SONDE MEASUREMENTS

Radio sonde profiles are needed to correct meson intensities for the in-

fluence of atmospheric changes in the mass-distribution on secondary

cosmic ray cascade processes.

The radio sonde profiles were obtained from the Royal Netherlands Me-

teorological Institute at de Bilt.The launchings took place about 2

kilometers away from our monitor station.The number of launchings is

two per day near 12.00 GMT and 24.00 GMT.Changes in the mass-distribu-

tion with frequencies up to 2 cycles/day, therefore, can not be corrected

for at all.Even the diurnal variation can be underestimated since laun-

ching times do not coincide with expected local time extremes.



For the correction for mass-distribution changes we can take either the

(virtual) temperature profile or the (geopotential) height profile.Pro-

file values up to the 50 millibar level are used.

The obtained profiles of temperature and height of fixed pressure levels

have been obtained from an automated procedure, which calculates these

profiles from an overdetermined set of raw sounding profiles.The Rason

method used at de Bilt results in equally accurate temperature and height-

profiles. Therefore, no preference exists for either one of them.

1.6 INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD DATA

Changing interplanetary conditions near the earth, with an emphasis on

the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), are evaluated

by means of in situ satellite measurements.Since 1963 the magnitude and

direction of the IMF, and solar wind plasma characteristics are obser-

ved on a acre or less continuous basis by satellites in highly excen-

tric orbits around the earth.

World Data Center A provided tapes with hourly values from a series of

satellites covering the period 1963-april 1978.

The measurements of the direction of the IMF are used to select between

proposed models for the structure of the interplanetary field and to judge

its significance for semi-diurnal and semi-annual variation mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 2

CORRECTION OF NEUTRONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC VARIATIONS

A TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF THE COEFFICIENT FOR TOTAL-MASS VARIATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The number of evaporation neutrons produced in a neutron monitor varies

considerably due to meteorological conditions.Variations due to changes

in the energy composition of the primary particles are usually a mere

ripple superposed on those of atmospheric origin.

If neutron monitor counter tubes would count evaporation neutrons pro-

duced by the nucleonic component only, correction for the influence of

atmospheric variations would solely require knowledge of the total mass

of the air column above the instrument.The height of the column in a

mercury barometer provides us with a very precise measurement of this

mass(H.Carmichael,1964).

Besides neutrons from the nucleonic component, also secondary protons

and neutrons produced by mesons, which constitute about 7% of the total

counting rate, are influenced by atmospheric variations.The contribution

of protons is small and influenced by absorption effects only, but meson

intensity is influenced by variations in the mass-distribution along the

trajectories of mesons as well (Hatton,1971).Therefore, it must be kept

in mind that a small extra correction will be necessary for both multi-

plicities and total rates (summation of multiplicities) due to this me-

son induced contribution.

Using the well known exponential law, which describes the influence of

absorption below production levels on the secondary particles, and the

total mass of air (airpressure) at the instrument , the neutron intensi-

ties are converted to a standard atmospheric depth or airpressure.Varia-

tions, due to pressure changes,in the number of secondaries are energy

dependent.The conversion formula reads as follows:

IE(P) = IE(P0).exp( 6(E).(P-PQ)) (3)

E
with I (P) = intensity of secondary nucleons with energy E at pressure

level P

PQ = average or standard airpressure level

2 (E) = energy dependent barometric correction coefficient

All particles with an energy above a certain threshold energy create

evaporation neutrons with an efficiency which depends on energy.
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E.
The energy dependent production and detection efficiency is denoted by C

The expression for the intensity of detected neutrons at time t becomes

I (P,t) = r CE.IE(P,t) dE = F CE.IE(P ,t).exp{ B(E).dP(t) }dE
n E

Ethr h

with I (P,t) = intensity of neutrons at pressure level P and at time t
n

C = instrumental efficiency depending on energy

E = threshold energy for production of neutrons

dP (t) = P (t) - P_ airpressure deviation from standard level

We shall write the formula (4) like (3) with a time dependent barometric

coefficient:

In(P,t) = In(PQ,t).exp{ B(t).dP(t)} (5)

0 (t) is a weighted barometric coefficient and is time dependent due to

the time dependence of one of the energy factors, I (P ,t) , reflecting

the change in the primary particle energy composition caused by changing

solar modulated interplanetary conditions.The barometric coefficient

6(t) thus defined gives only a very indirect and integral idea of chan-

ges in the primary particle median energy„One expected, Kodaraa and Inoue

1970a and 1970b, that more information about the change in several ener-

gy intervals could be obtained from the weighted barometric coefficients

of the multiplicity measurements, 3 (t), since the average energy of pri-

mary particles contributing to higher multiplicities should rise. (See al-

so sections 1.2 and 2.5).

Now that it is made clear how the changes in the barometric coefficient

depend on those in the primary differential spectrum, we are faced with

the problem of determining a barometric coefficient to correct intensi-

ties when at the same time knowledge of these corrected intensities is

needed to infer an unbiased barometric coefficient.Iterative least squares

procedures with models from time series analysis and fast computers en-

able us to find such an unbiased coefficient.



2.2 METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE BAROMETRIC COEFFICIENT

2.2.a Autoregressive model for the residuals

We have at our disposal measurement series of intensity I (dt.) and air-

pressure P(dt±).Before determining least squares estimates for the barome-

tric coefficient 8(t) relation (5) is linearized:

In ̂ (Pfdt^) = In V V ^ i * + BttJ.dPttt^ (5)

with dt^ = fixed time interval number i; i = l,N

t = subperiod length t = N.dt

Two further assumptions have been made:

1) 3(t) is constant during the subperiod t: S

2) In In(P0,dt.) = IrTTTTP^r + uldt^ (7)

u(dti) stands for the deviation of the corrected intensity at time inter-

val dt± from the subperiod mean of the corrected intensity, in I (P ).

With (7) formula (6) becomes:

In In(P ,dt±) = In In(PQ) + Bc.dP(dti) + uCdt,.) (8)

With:y(i) = in In(P fdtl} ; 60 = m In(PQ) ; &l = &Q ; x(i) = dP (d^)

and u(i) = u(dt±) we arrive at:

y(i) = 6Q + Jj.xd) + U(i) (9)

If and only if the residuals u(i) are mutually independent, an unbiased

estimation of the of the vector t =(<V<V Ncan
 b e calculated by minimi-

sing the sum of squares of the residuals Z u(i)2.However, if the resi-

duals u(i) are mutually correlated a straightforward application of

least squares minimising procedures will give biased estimates.The mu-

tual correlation can be judged by comparing the autocorrelation function

of the residuals with expected white noise autocorrelation limits depen-

ding on the number of intervals N.

Time series analysis offers a powerful tool to eliminate the influence

of autocorrelated residuals, see Martinelle (1968).Consider a regres-

sion filter with k regression coefficients a. working on residuals u(i)

giving new residuals e(i) :
k

e(i) = u(i) + E Oj.u(i-j) for i = k+l,N (10)
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Depending on the number k and values of the regression coefficients a.,

the new residuals e(i) can be made sufficiently mutually independent.Ex-

pressed into the measured variables y(i) and x(i) the following expression

derived from (9) is deduced for the mutually independent residuals e(i):

k k k
e(i) ={y(i) + S a..y(i-j)} - {6 (1 + Z a.)} - {5 ( x(i) + L a..x(i-j)}

j=l 3 j=l ] j=l :

for i = k+l,N (11)

We can now estimate vectors a and o by minimising the sum of squares

N
I e(i)2 = Q(a,S)

i=k+l
(12)

However, this residual sum of squares is non linear in the unknown para-

meters apart from the fact that also the order k of the regression filter

is unknown.Therefore an iterative procedure must be applied:

Step 1 a) Set vector a = 0 and determine vector o for minimum Q(0,<5) .

We denote this vector o by o .

This initial step is in fact an ordinary least squares fitting
N

since / n •*. „ ,2Q(O,ö) = E u(i)

b) Determine vector a for minimum Q(a,o ) .
•*• -»-(l)

This vector a is denoted by a .
Step 2 The same as step 1,but a is used to compute

which gives a new value of a denoted by a etc. (13)

After s routines, each consisting of steps 1 and 2, we get a and o .

Each of the substeps a) and b) are linear least squares estimates, see

Martinelle (1968).

The convergence criteria we use to stop the iteration cycle are:

10
-3 for i = l,k (14)

(s-1)

< 10"3 for i = 0,1 (15)

6.
l

(s-1)

When these criteria are not met the iteration cycle is stopped after

10 times.
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2.2.b Criteria for the choice of model parameters

The parameters that determine the success of the iterative least squares

approach (13) are .the order of the autoregressive filter, k in (10) , and

the length of the subperiod.

The order of the autoregressive filter determines whether the new residu-

als will be sufficiently mutually independent.The length of the subperiod

depends upon the time varying character of the barometric coefficient.A

compromise is sought between statistical accuracy, which increases with

longer subperiod length, and time detail in the behaviour of the barome-

tric coefficient, for which short subperiods will be favoured.

Once the order and the subperiod length is chosen, an optimal value for

the time-interval, which determines the number of data within a period,

will be determined.Not always does a shorter time-interval, or an in-

creased number of data, within a given subperiod length enhance the re-

liability of the estimated coefficient.Avoidance of unnecessary large

amounts of data also saves considerable computation time.

2.2.C Order of the autoregressive model

The order k, number of regression coefficients a., is the most important

parameter.One way to check the success of a regression filter of order k

is to calculate the autocorrelation function of the residuals e(i) for

different orders.However, a much easier way is to look at the residual

variance Q(o,£) / (N-2k-2) according to Jenkins and Watts (1969).Auto-

correlated residuals compared to mutually uncorrelated ones tend to in-

flate the residual variance.A plot of the residual variance versus order

will show a sharp decrease whenever enough regression coefficients have

been included to explain important sources of autocorrelation like a

local trend or a periodicity.After a, usually limited, order no substan-

bial decrease in residual variance occurs any more.This regression order

should be taken.

Two illustrations of the use of residual variance versus regression order

are given in figures la and lb:

In figure la a test series was made for the cosmic ray intensity by adding

two frequencies, with a period of a day and of 15 days, to a constant mean

intensity; the test series was then transformed by a real airpressure se-

ries with a constant barometric coefficient 3 = -.95 10 /mm Hg.
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The barometric coefficient was then redetermined with th= autoregressive

model (13) for different orders k.The results for the residual variance

versus regression order k show a sharp decrease between k=l and 4.The es-

timated barometric coefficient found and its standard deviation versus

regression order k show clearly how well this criterium works in this ca-

se where no noise was added.Starting with order k=4 the estimated baro-

metric coefficient coincides with the one used and the standard deviation

becomes small.

In figure lb it is shown that the power of the autoregressive model to

find an unbiased barometric coefficient is only limited by the amount of

noise.When the amount of noise becomes larger and larger the power of

this model is reduced to a least square fit without regression in the

limiting case.

For several subperiod lengths, the reduction of the residual variance

with increasing order of the autoregressive process was investigated.

Two of the plots, showing the residual variance versus regression order

k and the barometric or pressure coefficient found versus order k, are

presented.The first plot, figures 2a up to 2e, for the total rate of neu-

trons and the multiplicities was obtained from time series with a sub-

period length of 3 months, a time-interval of 4 hours and therefore a

total of 552 intervals.

For the total rate of neutrons, fig 2a, the residual variance drops

sharply to about 12% of the no-regression (k=0) value when 1 regression

coefficient a is included.No appreciable gain is obtained by using

higher regression orders.This result means that the autocorrelation

function of the unfiltered residuals is dominated by low frequencies

or local trends.For multiplicity 1 and 2, figures 2b and 2c, the situ-

ation is the same; the residual variance drops to 12% and 18% of the

no-regression value,respectively.Since the noise level rises the reduc-

tion of the residual variance gets less for higher multiplicities.For

multiplicity 4, figure 2d, the residual variance is reduced to 57% of

the value at k=0 when 1 regression coefficient is used and flattens at

46% for k=5.For multiplicity 6, figure 2e, the residual variance drops

only a few percent no matter how many regression coefficients are in-

cluded .
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AR(k) MODEL ON TEST SERIES
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In figure 3 a more comprehensive plot of the residual variance versus re-

gression order is given for total rates and multiplicities from a subpe-

riod of 1 month, a time interval of 24 hours and therefore only 31 inter-

vals.Again for the total rate of neutrons and for multiplicity 1 up to 3

the residual variance shows the greatest reduction when a first order au-

toregressive filter, k=l, is used.Multiplicity 4 shows a minimum for the

residual variance at k=2, the residual variance even rises again for higher

regression orders.For multiplicity 6 the situation remains unchanged,

no substantial reduction of the residual variance at all for orders up to 10.

The following two tables show the minimum or optimal number of regression

coefficients,needed to remove disturbing autocorrelation in the residuals,

for a subperiod length of 1 month, table la, and for a subperiod length

of 2 months or longer, table lb.Each of the two subperiods have been ana-

lysed with several different fixed time-intervals.

TABLE la

OPTIMAL REGRESSION ORDER k WHEN THE SUBPERIOD LENGTH IS 1 MONTH

dt in hours 4 6 12 24

Channel

Total rates

multiplicity 1

multiplicity 2

multiplicity 3

multiplicity 4

multiplicity 6

1

1

2

4

4

0

1

1

2

4

4

0

1

1

2

4

2

0 .

1

1

2

4

2

0

TABLE lb

OPTIMAL REGRESSION ORDER k WHEN THE SUBPERIOD LENGTH IS > 2 months

dt in hours

Channel

Total rates

multiplicity 1

multiplicity 2

multiplicity 3

multiplicity 4

multiplicity 6

2

1

1

1

3

5

0

4

1

1

1

2

4

0

6

1

1

1

2

4

0

12

1

1

1

1

2

0

24

1

1

1

1

2

0
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2.2.d Subperiod length and summation interval

Now that a model has been introduced to obtain independent residuals,

the next step is to choose a combination of subperiod length t and time-

interval dt which gives a time resolution for the barometric coefficient

B(t) with an optimal standard deviation a(B3.Prom a statistical point of

view the standard deviation is inflated due to too short a subperiod length

or due to a too large time-interval (N = t/dt then becomes too small).

In case the barometric coefficient would not vary with time the only con-

tribution to the standard deviation of B would result from the limited

number of data N and this statistical standard deviation can be made as

small as possible by increasing the subperiod length.Since this will not

be the case for the barometric coefficient, the standard deviation will

flatten or show a minimum when, with increased subperiod length, a(B) gets

dominated by the time dependence, variance, of the barometric coefficient.

Given a certain subperiod length t, the number of data used to compute B(t)

only depends on the length of time-interval dt.Whereas computation time

is reduced with increasing dt, to see whether enough precision can be gai-

ned by smaller dt, larger N, the length of dt will be varied.Since summing

the original intensities from measurement intervals of 5 minutes, to ob-

tain the chosen time- or summation interval, acts as a sum filter, reducing

statistical noise and eliminating periodicities with periods up to dt, sum-

ming may effectively reduce the number of regression coefficients needed

(see for instance table lb optimal k for multiplicities 3 and 4).

A plot of the standard deviation of the barometric coefficient a(B) versus

the subperiod length t for different dt was used to decide upon optimal

values for t and dt.

Optimal values for the subperiod length t and the time- or summation-in-

terval dt were derived for all neutron and multiplicity channels from the

plot for the total rate of neutrons of the standard deviation of the esti-

mated barometric coefficient a(B) versus t, for regression order k=l and

with time-interval dt as parameter.a(B(k=l,t,dt)) is shown in figure 4.

As can be clearly seen from this figure the standard deviation as a func-

tion of subperiod length flattens at t=2 months for 2 < dt < 24 hours.

For subperiods larger than 2 months evidently the gain in statistics due

to larger N is completely cancelled by the contribution to the standard

deviation of B (t) due to the time varying character of the barometric

coefficient.
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As far as the summation interval is concerned a time-interval of 12 hours

clearly minimises the standard deviation of the barometric coefficient.

Growing noise and the emergence of periodicities in intensities with smal-

ler dt more than cancel the gain in statistical accuracy due to larger N.

2.2.e An efficient and equivalent model: differencing

For regression order k=l the regression coefficient a turned out to be

about -0.95 with little change from one period to an other.The first-dif-

ference filter, which is a special case of a first order autoregressive

AR(1) model, with regression coefficient a = -1. is therefore close to the

optimal model that was found to give the best results for the total rate

of neutrons and for multiplicities up to 3.'

Since computation time is drastically reduced when the regression coeffi-

cient a is fixed, results were compared for computations of the barome-

tric coefficient with a first order autoregressive AR(1) model and for a

least square estimation after application of the first-difference filter

on both pressure and intensity time series.

As can be seen in figure 5, the resulting drop in residual variance and

the magnitude of the standard deviation a(B) are almost identical for

computations with an AR(1) model and for differenced time series.

Therefore an equivalent and faster model to determine the barometric co-

efficient B(t) for the total rate of neutrons and multiplicities up to 3

is a least square fit of 3 on first-differenced time series, P(dt.) and

In (I(dt.)) with a subperiod length of 2 months and a time-interval of 12

hours (N=120).

The difference operation:

x*(i) = x(i) - x(i-l) i = 2,N (16)

is called the first-difference filter by Jenkins and Watts (1969) ; the

gain function of this high-pass filter is given as figure 1.4 in their

book.The difference operation (16) is called backward difference opera-

tor by Box and Jenkins (1976).In this thesis, time series to which the

difference operator (16) has been applied will be referred to as diffe-

renced or first-differenced.
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2.3 RESULTS FOR THE BAROMETRIC COEFFICIENT

2.3.a Barometric coefficient sets for varying orders of the autore-

gressive model AR(k)

Results of determinations of B(t) on a 2-months, 12-hour basis for varying

order k for the total rate of neutrons are presented in:

Figure 6, which shows the barometric coefficient g(t) for 2-month periods,

centered at the first of each month from September 1969 till December 1978,

for a least square fit without regression, k=0.

Figure 7 for a least square fit after first-differencing, k=l and a =-1.

Figure 8 for an AR(2) model.

Figure 9 for an AR(6) model.

Figure 10 shows the same set as figure 7, but shows standard deviations

as well.

The following table,of average values of 6(t) and its variance in time

for autoregressive models with different order k of the barometric coef-

ficient sets shown in figures 6 thirough 9, is also very instructive.

TABLE 2

3(t) SET FOR TOTAL RATES

k 3(t)/mm Hg cr(B(t)) a in % of a(k=0)

0

1

2

6

:<=

- . 9 9 7 7 .

- 1 - .9997

- .9999

- .9998

IQ"2 . 056 .

.022

.024

.026

10"2 100%

40%

43%

46%

From the figures 6 and 7 and from table 2 it is evident that:

- The course of the estimated barometric coefficient with time is much

more smooth when a autoregression model is used.

- The variance of the estimated barometric coefficient with time is con-

siderably reduced; from ± 5.6% in the no-regression case to ± 2.2% in

the regression case k=l.

- The influence of low frequency changes in the intensity on the estima-

tion of the barometric coefficient is highly reduced.This is most clear-

ly shown by the 0(t) sets around August 1972 and Februari-May 1978.These

S's are as much as 25% below average in the no-regression case, whereas
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only 4% below average in the regression case.

- More regression coefficients than necessary, see figures 8 for k=2 and

9 for k=6, do not give smoother results.The variance of B (t) even in-

creases, see table 2.

The decision to use the barometric coefficients determined with a model

with only 1 regression coefficient seems to be well supported by the re-

sults for higher order estimations.The parsimony principle of Box and

Jenkins (1976), to limit the order of the autoregressive process to a

minimum is therefore supported by these results.Trying to remain on the

safe side by employing more regression coefficients must be discouraged.

2.3.b Barometric coefficient sets for neutron total rates and

multiplicities 1,2,3,4,6

The resulting set of estimated barometric coefficients for the total rate

of neutrons determined from first-differenced time series on a 2-months,

12-hour basis have been presented in figure 7 and figure 10, with cr(B(t)).

In this section for multiplicities only those sets of estimated barome-

tric coefficients are presented that fulfill the optimal k,t and dt values

obtained from table lb anr1 figure 4.

Figure 11 shows the estimated barometric coefficients for multiplicity 1.

Figure 12 shows B (t) and figure 13 B,(t).Since the results for autore-

gressive models with different order of regression than 1 are identical

to those obtained for the total rates,shown in section 2.3.a, that dis-

cussion will not be repeated.

For multiplicity 4, the resulting set B.Ct) obtained from an autoregressi-

ve model with twofold regression are shown in figure 14.Since the optimal

regression order according to table lb is different from tha one for lower

multiplicities, a table with characteristics of the sets for different or-

der k is shown for comparison.

TABLE 3

3 (t) SET FOR MULTIPLICITY 4

k

0

1:0,-1

2

6

B4

-1

-1

-1

-1

(t)/mm

.175.10

.176

.182

.182

Hg

-2

a(B4(t))

.061.10"2

.041

.036

.041

a in % of a(k=0)

100%

67%

59%

67%
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At the regression order k=2, which is optimal according to table lb, the

variance of the barometric coefficient with time is minimal, ±3%.

Finally,in figure 15 the resulting set for multiplicity 6, 8g(t), for op-

timal k=0 is presented.Again the choice o£ k=0 from table lb is supported

by the results for (3c (t) from regression orders up to 6 as shown in table 4,6

TABLE

k

0

l:o -

2

6

4

SET

'-1

FOR MULTIPLICITY 6

Bfi(t)/mm Hg

-l.167.10~2

-1.160

-1.172

-1.174

a(P6(t))

.035.10"2

.065

.041

.045

a in % of a(k=0)

100%

186%

117%

129%

2.3.C Discussion

The results given in this chapter for estimated barometric coefficients

are the result of an extension of earlier work, Vinjé, Huijsmans, Skolnik

and Arens (1976).In that article optimal values for the determination of

the barometric coefficient were derived from criteria for subsequent spec-

tral analysis: this leaded to a choice of t=3 months, dt=4 hour and to

remain on the save side k=6 was taken.This research,however,acknowledges

the fact that the determination of the barometric coefficient should be

based on a compromise between number of data and the time varying charac-

ter of B.After correction for atmospheric pressure variations the origi-

nal data can be regrouped according to the demands of spectral analysis.

Since the variance of the estimated barometric coefficients is still

rather high the next sections are devoted to the relation between the

set of barometric coefficients obtained and the corrected intensity.

Finally,I want to point out that the calculation of an unbiased baro-

metric coefficient turned out to be so simple; differencing of the

neutron intensities and airpressures before a least square fit.If other

cosmic ray groups want to apply these results, only minor changes in

their program will be needed.
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2.4 BAROMETRIC COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF CORRECTED INTENSITY

In the preceding section of this chapter a time varying barometric coef-

ficient was obtained from differenced time series of neutron intensities

and airpressures on a 2-months, 12-hour basis.This method gives the ma-

ximum amount of detail in the time varying barometric coefficient.

In order to analyse changes in the primary particle energy composition

which are thought to be responsable for the changes in the barometric

coefficient with time, see formulas (4) and (5), the B(t) have to be

compared with the corrected neutron intensities.Figure 16 shows the

deviations, in percentages of the August 1976 maximum intensity, of the

total rate of neutrons and the multiplicities 1,2,3 and 4.Not for all

the 5 corrected intensity series is time coverage complete.

2.4.a Correction for two-monthly average airpressure

Before a plot of the estimated barometric coefficients versus corrected

neutron intensity is made, one additional correction of the barometric

coefficients is necessary.The barometric coefficients were determined

from measured neutron intensities and airpressures spanning two months.

However, the two-month average airpressure P(t) deviates from the stan-

dard average airpressure P_.The barometric coefficient is not only a

function of the primary particle energy composition but also depends

upon atmospheric depth f5(t,P(t)).This set of coefficients must be

transformed to a set for standard airpressure PQ, B(t,P(t)) •> B(t,P ).

Therefore, an experimentally and theoretically obtained relation be-

tween the barometric coefficient and the average airpressure is given.

From Monte Carlo simulations for the production of secondary cosmic

ray particles in cascades for different atmospheric conditions (Raubenhei-

mer and Flückiger, 1977) and an altitude survey by Raubenheimer and Stoker

(1974) the change of the barometric coefficient as a function of air-

pressure between 75 and 77 cm Hg is well represented by a straight

line with slope b=dB/dP= 3.68.10~6/mm2 Hg.

A straight line approximation on our dB (t) and dP(t), dB (t)=B (t)-B~ and

dP(t)=P(t)-P , on three sets of barometric coefficients gave the re-

sults for the slope b=dB/dP as shown in table 5.
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TABLE 5

ESTIMATED SLOPE dg/dP

(±a in %) % explained by d6(t) = b.dP(t) approximation

0 32.25.10~6(± 69%) 2.7%

l:ct =-1 1.05 (±840%) 0.5%

6 7.95 (±129%) 0.5%

3.68 altitude survey Raubenheimer and Stoker(1974)

The slope estimated from d£ (t) and dP(t), with 8(t) from the k=0 set, is

the only estimated slope with a standard deviation less than the magnitu-

de of the slope itself.The value for the slope, however, is about ten ti-

mes too large.This is another sign that the estimated barometric coeffi-

cients from unfiltered time series show a large variance; in this case

due to low frequency changes in average airpressure.

The slopes estimated from the differenced series and the one from a

sixfold autoregression model, are slightly positive but too unreliable

to be used.

The transformation of the B(t,p"7t)) * e(t,PQ) sets is therefore carried

out with the slope d£/dP determined from an altitude survey of Raubenhei-

mer and Stoker (1974) .

2.4.b Hysteresis in barometric coefficient versus intensity

The complete plot,for the total rate of neutrons,of the barometric coef-

ficients (determined from differenced time series) g(t,P ) versus correc-

ted intensity I (t,P ) for two-month periods, centered at the first of the

month indicated, is shown in figure 17.

Apart from a clear linear dependence of ^ on I. a large number of hystere-

sis like loops are present.Because this plot covering September 1969 up

to December 1978 is too crowded the same plot is shown for shorter time

spans to show the loops seperately.In figure 18 the situation is shown

for September 1969 till December 1971; it shows the hysteresis during

the solar maximum activity phase (till July 1970) and the subsequent re-

covery of the neutron intensity till the end of 1971.
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Figure 19 shows hysteresis during 1972; in August 1972 a large decrease

in neutron intensity was recorded (see also figure 16).

Figure 20 shows another year, 1973, with a pronounced minimum in neutron

intensity around May-June.

Figure 21 covers the period March 1974-May 1975; the time of the so-called

mini solar cycle.

Figure 22 shows the most quiet period during minimum solar activity, June

1975 till December 1977; the spectrum softens during an intensity reduction

in the last 5 months of 1977.

In figure 23 finally, interplanetary conditions must have changed drasti-

cally since the largest hysteresis is displayed within 1978 when a new acti-

vity cycle has started with a large Forbush decrease in February and a so-

lar flare in May.

The characteristics of these figures, indicating hysteresis of time scales

up to a year, not only show up in plots for the total rate of neutrons but

also in each of the multiplicity diagrams and in those obtained from hig-

her order autoregressive determinations of (3(t,P ) versus I (t,P ) .

This clear parallelism between such plots clearly excludes hysteresis due to

statistical fluctuations in the estimated values for the barometric coeffi-

cient. It is questionable, however, whether the detected changes are really

due to rather large hysteresis in the primary particle energy composition

at the top of the atmosphere.According to Bercovitch at the International

Cosmic Ray Conference in Paris in 1981, where these results were presented

(Huijsmans 1981a), one does not expect so much hysteresis.

2.4.c Slope in changes of the barometric coefficient versus intensity:

two-month set and yearly average set

Bercovitch also pointed out that the variance in intensity is comparable

to the variance in the barometric coefficient, ±5%.The ratio dB/dl of

almost 1 is unexpectedly high.On the other hand Kusunose et al.(1981),af-

ter removal of low frequencies with a spherical harmonics analysis of a

large network of stations, find a residual variation of the barometric

coefficient on a year basis of +1.0 to ±1.6% for the stations Kiel and

Leeds,respectively.
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Bercovitch pointed to a figure in a contributed paper by Dorman and Yan-

ke (1981) where theoretical values were derived for barometric coeffi-

cients for a range of cut-off rigidities.Average solar minimum and solar

maximum primary particle differential spectra were employed.The change in

their figure for a sea level station with a cut-off rigidity of 2.7GV,

Utrecht, is -0.697 %/mb for B at solar maximum and -0.717 %/mb at solar

minimum.The percentage change which follows from these figures is ±1.5%

in accordance with the values of Kusunose et al.(1981).

Since a ±1.5% change in the barometric coefficient on the basis of long

term changes in primary particle spectra is clearly agreed upon by both

theoreticians and experimentalists, it was decided to use it as a valu-

able test for yearly changes in the estimated barometric coefficient sets

obtained from the two-monthly sets by averaging over a year.In figure 24

the resulting yearly averaged values of the barometric coefficient plotted

versus the yearly mean corrected intensity are shown.The variance of the

barometric coefficient is reduced from ±5% in the 2-month set to ±2.6% in

the yearly averaged set for the period September 1969 - September 1978.

If we restrict our attention to the years 1969-1974 (the last year in

the paper of Kusunose et al.(1981)) the variance in the yearly values of

j3 is even less, ±2.0%.So, although the estimated barometric coefficient

set from the research in this thesis has a higher variance on a yearly

basis, the amount of change cannot be considered to be irrealistic.

A better judgement should have to be based on comparison of 2^monthly (3

sets from this research with those from the model of spherical harmonics

employed by Kusunose et al. in order to ascertain the existence of hyste-

resis.

A more quantitative result for the slope s=d6/dl of a linear approxima-

tion on several sets of estimated barometric coefficients and for 2-month-

ly values as well as yearly values is shown in table 6.A linear relation

dB =s.dl is much more pronounced in the case of the yearly sets,for the

linear formula explains 70% of the variations whereas only 25% in the

2-monthly sets.The magnitude of the estimated slope is even less in the

2-monthly sets, s=0.40, than in the yearly sets,s=0.55.This would mean

that even from the 2-monthly set of B from differenced series a variance,

free from hysteresis, of ±2.0% in 3 is expected between solar maximum and

minimum years.
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TABLE 6

ESTIMATED

k

0

licy-1

6

Kusunose

SLOPE de/dIQ

s (±a(s))

2-monthly

0.67 (±0.18)

0.40 (±0.07)

0.52 (+0.07)

% explained

d6(t)=s.dIQ

set

11%

26%

31%

by

(t)

s

0

0

0

0

0

(±0(s))

.66

.54

.61

.46

.30

% explained

dB(t)=s.dI (t)

yearly set

(±0.

(±0,

(±0,

for

for

.30)

.14)

.18)

Leeds

Kiel

41%

67%

62%

2.4.d Discussion of possible source of hysteresis

What sort of effects may cause the different kinds of hysteresis that

turns up in the total rate of neutrons and multiplicities alike?

The energy dependence of the modulation by the regular interplanetary

magnetic field is most convincingly demonstrated by the yearly mean set

of barometric coefficients and corrected intensities, figure 24.When the

solar induced modulation increases, less primary particles manage to reach

the earth.This reduces not only the intensity of the secondary particles

but also the magnitude of the barometric coefficient.Since a reduced ba-

rometric coefficient represents a primary particle energy composition

with a higher average energy per particle, the primary particle spectrum

hardens with increased solar activity.lt is a well established fact that

the propagation characteristics of primary particles in the more or less

regular interplanetary magnetic field is energy dependent.

One may ask for instance what cause may be responsible for the anti-clock-

wise loops that started in March 1973 and in March 1974?(figures 20 and 21)

During a number of months, the neutron intensity drops but the barometric

coefficient remains at the same level, after a small initial increase.

A modulation mechanism must be at work that is not energy dependent.lt is

also known from literature (Parker, 1964) that magnetic disturbances tra-

velling outwards with solar wind velocity preferentially sweep up parti-

cles with gyroradii comparable to the size of the magnetic disturbance.Less

energetic charged particles with a smaller average gyroradius have a chan-

ce to tunnel through a large disturbance.This effect may be responsible
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for an increase of the barometric coefficient during the onset of the loops

in April 1973 and 1974 and for the increase during an intensity reduction

during the autumn of 1977, figure 23. Sue to large magnetic disturbances

like Shockwaves.intensity reductions can be energy independent or even in-

duce a softening of the primary particle spectrum.Once the Shockwaves occur

no longer, the swept away particles will be replaced by other particles

that spiral in along a more regular magnetic field with minor magnetic dis-

turbances. This phase resembles the long term energy dependent modulation.

It is easier for more energetic particles to fill the gap again than it

is for less energetic particles.Therefore, during the recovery phase the

spectrum hardens before the equilibrium condition with which the loop

started is reached again.

Since the loops prefer an anti-clockwise direction this explanation may

be right.

A difficulty with this explanation is the fact that,during the hysteresis

loops, the intensity changes of multiplicity 1,2,3 and 4 are more or less

identical.This illustrates the highly limited use of multiplicities as

energy discriminators, see section 1.2.Therefore,it is not justified to

interpret figure 16, which gives the percentage modulation for the total

rate of neutrons as well as for multiplicities, as an aid to distinguish

periods liable to display hysteresis.

2.5 TEMPERATURE EFFECT NEUTRONS

According to Hatton (1971) a contribution of 7% to the total counting

rate of the Neutron Monitor is expected to be due to neutrons produced

by mesons, see also section 1.2.

We shall check whether, after correction with the barometric coefficients,

obtained from differenced intensity and pressure series, an average year

of pressure corrected neutron intensities exhibits the temperature effect.

So we look for frequencies of I/year with a phase corresponding to the

one of the temperature or mass-distribution effect in mesons.In order to

reduce the contribution due to noise, pressure corrected neutron inten-

sities will be averaged over 6 months .By averaging a true harmonic with

phase <j) over half its period starting at angle a gives a new harmonic

with amplitude 2A /ir and phase IJ>+TT/2:

a+ir

da =(2AQ/TT) .sin(a+<|)+ir/2) (17)
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In figure 25 the resulting 6-months averaged neutron intensities are plot-

ted for the total rates and multiplicities 1 , 2 , 3 and 4.For multiplicity

1, 2 and 3 a well defined sinusoidal with a phase corresponding to a year-

ly temperature wave with time of maximum halfway February shows up.The

amplitude falls off from 0.40% to 0.21%.

In figure 26 the amplitude tof the temperature effect versus multiplicity

is given.The amplitude of the total rate of neutrons corresponds to a

mean multiplicity of = 1.325.

Within the meson intensity the amplitude of the temperature effect is

1.75%.The contribution of meson produced neutrons to the total rate and

multiplicity channels,if the temperature effect found is entirely due

to neutrons produced by mesons, is obtained from the ratio of the two

amplitudes and given in table 7.For comparison the contribution of neu-

trons produced by mesons to each of the neutron channels,as obtained by

Hatton (1971) from identification of the particles that produced the

neutrons in the lead individually, is shown as well.

TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTING OF NEUTRONS PRODUCED BY ME&ONS

Channel

Total rates

Multiplicity 1

Multiplicity 2

Multiplicity 3

Multiplicity 4

According to the values in table 7 the temperature effect in the neutron

channels is about three times too high when one tries to ascribe it sole-

ly to meson produced neutrons.Possible other sources of a temperature ef-

fect in pressure corrected neutron intensities are:

a) A temperature effect in the 5% of neutrons that do not originate inside

the Neutron Monitor, but are produced in the immediate vicinity of the

instrument, see section 1.1.

b) The deteriorated vacuum of the stainless steel barometer, which induces

a fault in the automatic temperature correction of the mercury column

height readings, see section 1.4.

from temperature

effect ratios

20.5%

23 %

15 %

12 %

<2.5%

Hatton (1971)

7 %

8 %

4.5%

2.5%

2.2%
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CHAPTER 3

CORRECTION OF MESONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC VARIATIONS

CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR TOTAL-MASS AND MASS-DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS

3.1 ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHYSICS OF MESONS AND PIONS

3.1.a Introduction

The nuclear collision of a primary particle in the uppermost layers of

the atmosphere is the onset of a cascade of secondary particles.These se-

condary particles, see figure 27, can start new interactions, decay or

lose their energy.The number of particles with high energy that can be

detected (protons, pions, mesons, electrons and neutrons) reaches a ma-
2 2

ximum, the Pfotzer maximum, between 70 and 170 gr/cm .1 gr/cm is about

1 millibar.The location of this Pfotzer maximum depends upon the prima-

ry particle energy composition, modulated by changing solar activity,

and upon the primary particle energies that are allowed at the geomagne-

tic latitude of the instrument site.The cut-off rigidity R of the sta-

tion is an approximate measure of the threshold energy needed to reach

the top of the atmosphere above the instrument.

Once the primary particle energy composition at the top of the atmosphe-

re is known, elementary particle physics combined with Monte Carlo simu-

lation models are able to account for the main details of variations in

the counting rates due to a different geomagnetic location of and due to

changing climatic conditions above the instrument.

Because a correction of the counting rate of mesons is required to a

standard atmosphere, the variations of the probabilities for absorption,

decay and ionisation due to changing atmospheric conditions will be in-

dicated in the following sections in some more detail.

3.1.b Absorption

TABLE 8

PROPERTIES OF PIONS

Rest energy, MeV 139.58

Charge, e +1

Spin, h/2ir 0

Magnetic moment 0

139

-1

0

0

.58 134

0

0

0

.97
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+ + - - O
Decay modes ir -»• p + v ir ->• u + v ir •> y + y

(0.01%) ir+-»- e++ v iT->- e~+ v ir •+• e++e~+y (1.2%)

Since mesons are decay products of pions produced by nuclear collisions,

the variation of three absorption probabilities (of protons, pions and

mesons) with changing atmospheric conditions may be of importance.The

absorption of a certain elementary particle species depends upon the

amount of matter traversed:

Pab ( X ) = 1 ~ S X P ( "X/Xab}

2
with P . (X) = fraction absorbed after X gr/cm is traversed

at>
X = characteristic absorption length for the species

The absorption mean free path X is not very energy dependent.The average
aj3

amount of matter traversed X equals a mass of:

- 1033 gr/cm , the total atmosphere, for primary protons.
2

- about 850 gr/cm for secondary protons.
2

- 6 gr/cm , the characteristic decay length, for pions.
2

- about 850 gr/cm for mesons; the amount of mass between production and

sea level.

Table 9 gives characteristic decay probabilities in the standard atmos-

phere associated with elementary particles contributing to meson detec-

tion.

TABLE 9

ABSORPTION PEOBABILITIESParticle X . gr/cm
ao

Primary proton 120

secondary protonl20

pion 71*

meson •/<•"*

120

2.105

X gr/cm

1033

850

6

850

Pab ( X )

.9998

.9992

.05

.004

Since changes in atmospheric conditions amount to percentages of stan-

dard atmospheric conditions it is clear that probabilities P close to

1 or 0 will hardly be affected by atmospheric changes.With rising tempe-

rature less matter is distributed along the characteristic geometric

decay length of pions, more pions then decay into mesons.

The change due to a few percent change in X p l O n is the only one that could
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lead to a detectable variation ( >0.1%) in the number of mesons produced

by decaying pions.This effect is called the positive temperature effect.

The distribution of the amount of matter along the flight-path of pions,

between 100 and 200 millibar levels, is needed to correct for this small

positive temperature effect.

3.1.c Decay

Both charged pions and mesons are unstable.Pions decay almost 100 times

faster than mesons.For relativistic pions and mesons the characteristic

decay time is lengthened with the time-dilation factor Y =E/E_.

TABLE 10

PROPERTIES OF MESONS

Rest energy, EQ

Charge, e

Spin, h/2ir

Magnetic moment

Mean l i f e t i m e , s

Decay mode

MeV

eh
4irm

P

105.7

+1

h
1.0026

2.2.10

p+-*e+

^me/mu)

+ V e %

u'

105.7

- 1

h
- 1 ,

2.

u'

.0026(m /m )

.2.10"6

•*• e + v +v
e y

The characteristic distance traversed before decay, L(E>, is therefore

dependent upon the Lorentz factor y.In figures 28a and 28b y versus E
'c J?i°n j „meson , _ ._. _ pion , „meson
for Er and E , and L(E) versus E for E and E respective-
ly, are given.
The decay probability is:

Pde(L) = 1 - exp( -L/L(E)) (19)

with P (L) = fraction of species decayed after L meter

L(E) = mean decay distance dependent on energy E and species.

In table 11 the decay probabilities in the standard atmosphere are

given for average values of the energy of produced pions and mesons i
pr

and for the average geometric distance between production and sea level.

If the energy of produced mesons would remain constant, only changes in

the average distance L would be of importance.
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TABLK 12

IONISATION LOSS

Particle

Proton

Pion 7 f

Meson ^C

dE

2.

2.

2.

ion M e V

0

4

4

E

10

4

3

GeV

.5

.5

X gr/cm

120

6

880

AE

0.

0,

0.

ion/E

024

003
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TABLE 11

DECAY PROBABILITIES

Particle Ë in GeV L in m L(i ) in m P_
pr pr de

Pion 7T£ 4.5 1.25.104 250 .99999

Meson-**.2 3.5 1.20.104 2.2.104 .42

Production, however, takes place after a certain amount of matter, be-

tween 100 and 200 gr/cm , is traversed whereas decay occurs after a

certain geometric distance.Two meteorological factors,therefore, give

considerable variations (>2%) in the decay probabilities.The first fac-

tor is the changing total amount of mass above the instrument.The se-

cond factor is the variation in temperature below production level.At

constant total mass, the mass density varies and therefore the distance

between production and sea level.(negative temperature effect)

3.1.d Ionisation

Charged particles like protons, pions and mesons continuously lose

energy when traversing matter.The energy dependence of this loss is

a function of the lorentz factor y and is shown in figure 29.For meson

energies above 100 MeV it is almost constant but for slow mesons it

shows a sharp increase in ionisation loss.Because y is also the delay

parameter for decay of relativistic particles, ionisation losses re-

sult into faster decay.

Ionisation loss is given by Bethe as:

g(E) = 2 C me c 2 { in (4m c V / (1-B2) V (Z) -2(32} per gr/cm2 '20Ï

with I(Z) = ionisation potential,in air = 80.5 eV

m
e = electron mass z = atomic number

S = v/c

Characteristic values for the total ionisation loss for protons, pions

and mesons are given in table 12.Since ionisatiori losses are so important

for mesons, large numbers of slow mesons will rasult from this process.

For slow mesons, for which ionisation losses rise sharply,see figure 29,

variations in the mass distribution along their trajectories gives detec-

table changes in the surviving numbers at sea leval, even if the total

mass and the average mass distribution were to remain the same.
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Variations in the ionisation losses and their influence upon decay can

be corrected for if the variations in the total mass are known and if the

variations in the mass-distribution between production and sea level are

known.

3.1.e Atmospheric data needed and those available

From the changes in probabilities of absorption, decay and ionisation loss

due to changing meteorological conditions we conclude:

The influence of atmospheric variations on the meson intensity can be

eliminated with knowledge of a) variation of the total-mass above the

instrument and b) variations in the mass-distribution.

According to Carmichael (1964) the height of the mercury column is a very

good measure of the total airmass above the barometer (better than 1 part

in 20,000).Only high windspeeds, >10 m/s, cause a difference between to-

tal-mass and barometer readings (Dorman, 1974).

For complete elimination of at least the semi-diurnal atmospheric periodi-

cities in the mass-distribution variations, 5 profiles of the varying geo-

metric height of a set of fixed mass-levels would be necessary per day.The

radio-sonde profiles,at fixed millibar levels, of temperature, height, wind-

speed and humidity can be used to obtain estimates for the mass-distribu-

tion variations.

Incomplete elimination of atmospheric daily and halfdaily variation effects

on meson intensities are due to the following shortcomings of the available

radio-sonde profiles for our purpose:

a) the number of soundings/day , two, is not enough to ensure even the

complete elimination of daily variations induced by mass-distribution

changes.No correction at all can be given for intensity variations due

to halfdaily periodicities in the mass-distribution.

b) radio-sondes may drift considerably away from the launching site du-

ring their flight.This drift reduces the use of the radio-sonde profile

as a representative profile for mass-distribution above the meson te-

lescopes .

c) wind speed profiles are determined only once every 12 hours.The wind

speed can differ greatly from the average value during the 12 hours

which it is supposed to represent.
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The aerological profiles of temperature, height, relative humidity,

windspeed and winddirection provided by the meteorological station

at de Bilt differ in some aspects from those provided by other sta-

tions of the world-wide network.The method to determine smoothed aerolo-

gical profiles based on the raw sounding data is presented in a report

of de Jong (1973)-A summary is given here.

At de Bilt both radio-sonde and radar measurements become available twi-

ce a day at 12 and 24 hours GMT:

j temperature

Radio-sonde -< airpressure

^ rel.humidity

azimuth angle

elevation angle

slant range

Radar

T=T(t)

P=P(t)

U=U(t)

a=a(t)

e=e (t)

r=r (t)

Aerological parameters P,T,U and windspeed v are obtained as a function

of time t but have to be related to the geometric height Z above sea le-

vel . Synchronous radar measurements provide the measured function of the

geometric height with time, Z (t).The geometric height profile can be
radar

determined from each two of the three series measurements a(t), e(t) and

r(t).Each of these three determinations have domains where the determina-

tion from a particular set of two gives the most accurate heights.Depen-

ding upon the values of azimuth, elevation and slant range the method that

gives the best estimate for the geometric height in the particular domain

is used.The geometric height profile obtained by synchronous radar measu-

rements can also be used, with the aid of the thermodynamic equation of

state, to check one of the three radio-sonde parameters P,0 or T by calcu-

lating one of them from the remaining two parameters and Z , .Four me-
radar

thods are possible and given in table 13.

TABLE 13Method measured calculated

I P T U

II (Rason) T U Z

III Ü Z P

IV Z P T

Z

P

T

U

most meteorological stations

used at de Bilt

Since 1961 method II of Rason is used at de Bilt to calculate instead of
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measure the standard pressure levels profile.For heights above 10 kilome-

ters the gain in accuracy is almost tenfold as compared to Z calculated

from P,T and U, method I which is the usual practice.

To determine standard pressure level profiles one has to take into ac-

count that the air is a mixture of two components with different equa-

tions of state.The first component is dry air, the composition of which

is constant in time and does not change with height.The second component

is water vapour, which composition is changing both in time and with height.

This two-component description is necessary because the gasconstant R in

the equation of state is different for water vapour and dry air.

R, . =0.28705 Jg^K" 1 and R =0.46151 Jg^K^.In order to
dry air water vapour

be able to use one equation of state between the characteristic levels,

one defines a somewhat different temperature, depending upon the amount

of water vapour, for the equation of state of dry air.This so-called

virtual temperature T is given by:

T v - T c
 1 + r / E

 } (21)

1 + r

with T = absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin

r = mixing ratio density water vapour/dry air

e = R /R gasconstants ratio

The mixing ratio r is determined from the relative humidity and satura-

tion pressure.The method of Rason, used to compute the geometric height

profile of standard pressure levels via Z , greatly enhances the value

of this profile as a measure of mass-distribution.

However, standard meteorological profiles do not provide us with the geo-

metric profile of standard pressure levels, but give the so-called geo-
2 2potential H.One geopotential meter (lgpm) is defined as 9.8 m /sec .The

geopotential height H in gpm's is given by:

Z
H(Z) = 1 ƒ g(z).dz (22)

gsó"0

with Z = geometric height and g = gravity acceleration constant

g(Z) = A + B.Z + C.Z2 (23)

The constants A,B and C only depend upon geographic latitude <j> and are

given by:
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-2 -5 2

A(<(>) = 980.616.(1 - .26373.10 .cos 2$ + .59.10 .cos 2$ )

B (<J>) = - ( .30855.10"3 + .227.10"6.cos 2$ )

CW = .7254.10"10 + .10.10"12.cos 2$ (24)

for de Bilt $ = 52° 6* cos 2tf> = -.2453
-5 -10

thus A = 981.2508 B = -.3084943.10 and C = .72515469.10
After integration (22) gives:

980 2 3

The difference between geometric and geopotential height is shown in

figure 30 as (H/Z - 1)/in. percentages,versus Z in kilometers.From this

figure it is clear that numerical values of H and Z differ less than

1% beneath 7.5 km and at most 3% at a distance corresponding to 50 mb.

Since the geopotential height profiles are used, correction coefficients

for deviations in the mass-distribution, C. (mb), will differ from the
H

correction coefficients for geometric thickness profile variations, C (mb)
Z

In order to obtain identical results for mass-distribution correction

let C (Amb.).dAH. = C„(Amb.).dAZ. for i =l,n (26)
H X X Z X 1

thus C-(Amb.) = dAH. ,c (Amb.)
£* X X n X

C (mb) will therefore according to figure 30 for H/z - 1 deviate less than

1% from C (mb) below about 350 mb and at most 3% near 50 mb.The use of the
£1

geopotential height profile will therefore give almost identical results

for the correction coefficients for mass-distribution variations.

Apart from certain limitations, which mainly arise from the difference in

objective between a meteorological station and a cosmic ray station, it

is rather fortunate to have these launchings and even more fortunate to

have the radio sondes launched within two kilometers away from the meson

telescopes.Other cosmic ray stations usually are further than 50 kilome-

ter away from the launching sites.
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r
3.2 AUTOREGRESSIVE MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL

In section 3.1.e it was concluded that the influence of atmospheric vari-

ations can be eliminated with knowledge of a) variation of the total-mass

above the instrument and b) variations in the mass-distribution (with equal

total-mass) and by using the proper correction coefficients.

For the estimation of the correction coefficients an autoregressive multi-

ple regression model will be used to determine values for the correction

coefficients from the following time series.The pressure measurements

that represent total-mass variations will be denoted by Ptdt^.The thick-

ness profile AH.(dt.) represents mass density variations and is obtained

from the height profile.Instead of the thickness profile, also the vir-

tual temperature profile T.(dt.) can be used since both variables are

connected by the gas law (using (21)).The index j runs through the fixed

pressure levels up to 50 millibar.

The exponential function that connects measured intensities I(dt.) with
i

the intensities corrected for the influence of atmospheric variations

IQ(dt.) is given by:

= I^dt^.exp + Z CH. .dAH . (dt.) } i=l,N
3 3 x

(27)

with 3 = barometric coefficient for mesons

CH = coefficient for thickness changes at millibar level j

dP(dt.) P(dt.) - PQ

^ d ^ ) = AH^d^) - AHjQ

By taking logarithms (27) results in:

n
In I(dt±) = In + g.dP(dti) + Z CH. .dAH . i=l,N (28)

Just as in the case of the determination of the barometric coefficient

for neutrons, see section 2.2.a, the following substitutions transform

(28) into a standard least squares (LS) problem:

+ u(dt.)In In(dt.) = In Iu i o

In I(dt.) xQ(i) = 1 = dP(dt±)

xm ( i ) = l n 5. = B ; 6 = CH . m=2,n+l
l m m-l

LS problem in matrix notation:

•*• -t -*•y = X.6 + u

with y = y(i) ; X = x(m,i) ; t = 6(m)

(29)

u = u(i)

m =0,n+l =1,N
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In order to get an LS problem with mutually independent residuals u(i)

an autoregressive filter (10) must be determined as well.The subsequent

calculation is the same as used for the determination of a barometric

coefficient for neutrons, see formulas (13),(14) and (15).The only change

is the increased length of vector t which is now n+2 long, whereas it

has length 2 in (15) .

The use of more than one correction coefficient introduces a new element

into the estimation, namely crosscorrelation between the values of atmos-

pheric variables at different pressure levels and between those of pres-

sure and profile.Although crosscorrelations in itself need not be dis-

turbing, when the autor^gressive filter is used, the combined effect of

correlations ( auto- and cross-) and noise may cause a situation in

which the use of this model reduces to results of an estimation without

regression.The distribution of the atmospheric influence among the

different atmospheric variables can be severely disturbed if one of the

variables ( in our case airpressure) is measured with far greater pre-

cision than crosscorrelated other variables ( like density variations

above 200 mb).Due to a high amount of noise in the values for a variable

a correlated variab" ï may be a better representative for its influence

than the variable with noise itself.Noise in this case is not only noise

due to measuring errors, but every circumstance that causes a difference

between the average conditions during time interval dt above the instru-

ment and the measurements used to represent these conditions.The fact

that a radio-sonde takes a snapshot of the atmospheric conditions plus

the drift during its flight may be a much greater source of noise than

the amount that would be expected on the ground of measuring errors.

In order to test the programs and subroutines constructed for the appli-

cation of this autoregressive multiple regression and to demonstrate the

effect of different amoun'-.3 of noise to auto- and crosscorrelated time

series,test series were constructed as follows:

a corrected intensity is constructed by adding a diurnal and a half-

monthly periodicity to an average intensity level I .

These corrected intensity time series I (dt.) are then transformed into

uncorrected intensities I(dt.) with (27) using truly measured atmospheric

variations - therefore with high auto- and crosscorrelations- and a given

set of correction coefficients.In this case temperature profile values at

ten fixed pressure levels with temperature correction coefficients CT.

were used for the mass-distribution effect.Noise amounting to a certain
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percentage of the average intensity I can be added to the uncorrected

intensities I(dt.).

The results of the estimation of correction coefficients redetermined

from the test series with the autoregressive multiple regression model

for different order k of the autoregressive filter, are shown in figu-

res 31, 32 and 33.

Figure 31 represents the case that no noise was added.It clearly shows

that in the absence of noise the variance drops dramatically when the

autoregressive filter has a high enough order to detect the two perio-

dicities (at k=4, 2 orders for each periodicity).The applied set of

correction coefficients is then accurately reconstructed.

Figure 32.The noise level in this test series was about half the amount

present in truly measured series.It shows a much less dramatic variance

reduction.Only in the case of a high order filter like k=10 does a

convergence to the applied set of correction coefficients become visible.

In figure 33 a realistic noise level was added to the test series.The

variance reduction gets less and less.The order k of the autoregressive

filter becomes prohibitively large before a convergence towards the

applied set becomes visible.

The applied barometric coefficient and the applied temperature coeffi-

cients are shown by the interrupted lines in figures 31 - 33.
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3.3 AUTO- AND CROSSCORRELATION IN ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION SERIES

3.3.a Radio sonde data

The choice of a model used to determine correction coefficients from

data of measured intensities and meteorological variables is complica-

ted by the existence of auto- and crosscorrelations in the time series.

In general the distribution of the total atmospheric influence among the

various variables may be uncertain to an amount equal to the percentage

crosscorrelation that exists between the correction series.

To determine unbiased correction coefficients one can filter away all

auto- and crosscorrelations.This ideal situation can only be reached

if the spectral regions of the largest atmospheric variations do not

overlap those of the main disturbing correlations.Filtering cannot be

applied if both the disturbing variations and the main atmospheric

effects would be eliminated.

Before taking up the choice of the autoregressive model parameters k, t and dt,

a careful study has been made of auto- and crosscorrelations that are present

in the various time series used to determine correction coefficients.Because

the most important atmospheric effects show a recurrence of about a week .

(weather front passages) and a year (summer-winter effect), auto- and cross-

correlations between the atmospheric variables were determined from the half-

daily radio sonde measurements in two ways.

a) In deviations from a yearly mean, showing the influence of low frequencies.

b) In differenced data, showing the influence of high frequencies with a pe-

riod up to -2 weeks.

The autocorrelation functions in figures 34-43 and crosscorrelation functions

in figures 44-54 for deviations from the yearly mean are given as full drawn

lines; those for differenced data by interrupted lines.The correla4-'.?n func-

tions shown are characteristic for the hundreds of possible correlation func-

tions that were calculated between each two of the many time series.

To show correlations up to ten days time difference, the correlation functions

obtained from the halfdaily soundings were evaluated for lag k=-20,..,0,..,20.

The correlation functions shown are those between thickness profile layers and

between airpressure at sealevel and the thickness profile.Only for the layers

below 900 mb temperature changes are used for the autocorrelation functions.

White noise confidence intervals shown in crosscorrelation plots are those

for variables with white noise autocorrelation functions.Confidence intervals

can not be given for a crosscorrelation function of two variables that both

have non-white noise autocorrelation functions.
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The autocorrelation functions shown for 12-hourly radio sonde data in

figures 34 - 43 (full drawn lines), clearly indicate how the low fre-

quency of the seasonal temperature wave dominates.After differencing

the only large autocorrelations that remain (interrupted lines) are

due to daily variations causing the rapid oscillations in the autocor-

relation f unctions.Especially near the surface (figures 36 and 37) and

above 175 millibar (figures 41,42,43) the daily variation in the density

profile is considerable.This oscillatory behaviour of the autocorrela-

tion functions due to daily changes in density can easily be eliminated

by summing radio sonde data to time-intervals of 24 hour.

Monthly mean profiles of temperature and the standard temperature profile

are shown for 1970 in figure 55a and b.

For pressure data two additional figures are given:

In figure 56 monthly mean pressure obtained from 9 years is given.The

Fourier line spectrum is given as well.Contributions mainly arise due

to components with a frequency of I/year and 4-5/year.The average year-

ly airpressure as a function of time can be described as a slowly rising

pressure level between January and November with a sharp fall in November

to the minimum pressure level which introduces a damped oscillation of

the average airpressixe with a period of about 3 months superposed on

the slowly rising le<el.

In figure 57 an average day of hourly airpressure values obtained from

data for the year 1970 is presented.There is no indication of a daily

wave in pressure changes, but there is a clear halfdaily periodicity with

an amplitude of .26 mm Hg and time of maximum 10.15 GMT (10.35 LT).Unde-

niably the removal of this halfdaily wave made the time-interval dt=12 hour

optimal for the determination of a barometric coefficient for neutrons.

As far as autocorrelations are concerned differencing of data summed to

24 hour restricts the autocorrelation in the atmospheric variables to

±15%, which is an acceptably low level.

Although cross- and autocorrelations were determined for lag k up to

ten days time difference, so that one can see whether there is a contri-

bution associated with the average time between weather-front passages

(about 5.5 days), it is clear from figures 34 - 54 that such a recurren-

cy is hardly visible.Crosscorrelations at lag k up to 20 show that in

the autocorrelation function of daily mean radio sonde data correlation

will be restricted to ±10% after differencing of the time series.
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3.3.b Crosscorrelation contours

Since all lag k ^ 0 correlations can be reduced to an acceptably low le-

vel by using data obtained from time-intervals of 24 hour and differencing,

we shall restrict our attention to lag k=0 crosscorrelations.

Lag k=0 crosscorrelations between the different layers of the thickness (=

density) profile were used to generate contour maps of iso-crosscorrela-

tion lines.These contour maps for deviations of 12-hourly data of the

thickness profile from the yearly mean and for differenced data are shown

in figures 58a and b.The lag k=0 crosscorrelations between airpressure

changes and thickness changes is shown in figure 59.

The information obtained from these contour maps and from figure 59 can

be characterized as follows:

- At about 260 millibar there is a sharp separation that can be identified

as the tropopause.The temperature remains constant with height above this

boundary (see also figure 55a).Layers both beneath (P>260 mb) and above

(P<260 mb) this tropopause show large mutual correlations.

- There is an inverse action between layers above and beneath the tropo-

pause.After differencing the relative importance of this inverse effect

is even enlarged.

- A large positive correlation between layers at both ends of the profile

is due to the fact that these layers have autocorrelation functions dominated

by a daily variation; this gives rise to spurious crosscorrelations.

- Airpressure changes at sealevel (fig.59) are positively correlated with den-

sity changes beneath and negatively with those above the tropopause.

From this correlation study we conclude that even if the yearly and daily

waves in density changes are removed, the number of available layers (18

between 1000 mb and 50 mb) show too large k=0 crosscorrelations to obtain

unbiased and independent estimates for the correction coefficients of at-

mospheric variations at these 18 layers.Without losing much detail one

could combine layers to reduce the disturbance due to highly crosscorrela-

ted neighbouring layers.The total number of the combined layers need not

be greater than 3 to characterize the behaviour of the mass-density pro-

file.However, the combined layers, will still show mutual correlations as

high as 30%.The results of the next section will show whether this 30%

correlation is an acceptably low level.
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3.4 RESULTING CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS FROM A MODEL WITH COMBINED iAYERS

Before correction coefficients for the influence of total-mass and mass-

distribution from a model with combined thickness layers can be determined,

the following choices have to be made,in order of importance:

a) Whether it will be tried to infer the time-dependence of the correction

coefficients for mesons.

b) The subperiod length t; in the case of a time-dependent set of correction

coefficients an optimal subperiod length must be determined, whereas for time-

independent correction coefficients the whole measuring period of the tele-

scopes will serve as a basis for period length t.

c) The time-interval dt; since disturbance of autocorrelation can be reduced

by filtering away certain frequency bands, the time-interval can be used to

reduce the disturbance at the high frequency contributions by summing the

original 5-minute measuring intervals.

d) Optimal choices for the order k of the autoregressive filter and time-

interval dt may be different for the various correction time series since

autocorrelation in different correction series is caused by different me-

chanisms .

The choice for a time-dependent or time-independent set is made according

to the fact that variation in the meson intensity corrected for atmosphe-

ric variations does not exceed 1% during a solar activity cycle (versus

about 6% in neutron intensity).The resulting change in the theoretically

deduced values for the correction coefficients due to a 1% change in pri-

mary intensity is less than 1% (Dorman,1974 and Wada 1960,1961).Since the

expected change is so small, its effect will never be detectable in esti-

mated correction coefficient sets from subperiods for their standard devi-

ations will be much larger than 1%.

So, as far as correction coefficients for the influence of atmospheric

changes on meson intensity are concerned, one time-independent set of

correction coefficients will be estimated from the time series involved.

With the choice for a fixed set of correction coefficients for the whole

measuring period, the subperiod length t will be the measuring period from

August 1969 to about 1975 (when the telescopes deteriorated).Due to compu-

ter memory restrictions, the fixed set of correction coefficients will be

obtained from sets with a subperiod length not longer than a year.
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As to the order k of the autoregressive filter and time-interval dt for

the data, the choices are different for the determination of the barometric

coefficient for the total-mass variations and for the correction coeffici-

ents for the mass-distribution variations.Total-mass (=airpressure) vari-

ations favour a determination of the barometric coefficient from 12-hour-

ly data (to filter away the halfdaily pressure wave) and from differenced

time series (see section 2.2.e).

However, mass-distribution variations cannot be differenced without remo-

ving the main effect itself.Furthermore,at the high frequency end of the

mass-distribution variation spectrum a large contribution to autocorrela-

tion results from a daily variation.The time-interval should therefore be

at least 24 hour.The following four multiple regression models, see table

14, were designed in various stages of the estimation procedure.

Model PT determines correction coefficients for pressure and thickness

variations from time series filtered by taking dt=12 hour and order k=l

a =-1 (differencing) to obtain optimal conditions for the estimation of

a barometric coefficient.

Model TP also determines correction coefficients for pressure and thickness

variations but the series are only filtered at the high frequency end by

taking dt=24 hour.

Model PCT, a single regression model presented earlier in chapter 2 for

the barometric coefficient for neutrons, uses data already corrected for

mass-distribution variations with correction coefficients from model TP.

Model TCP, like model TP but with data already corrected for the total-

mass changes with the barometric coefficient from model PT.

Since the airpressure exhibits a yearly variation, see figure 56, the

effect of *limination of the influence of mass-distribution changes

can be judged by plotting an average year of monthly intensities cor-

rected for mass-distribution changes only.If the mass-distribution

correction coefficient set is the proper one, the only variation pre-

sent in these corrected monthly intensities should be in anti-phase

with the monthly average airpressure.

L_



TABLE 14

MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODELS FOR MESON CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS

Model

PT

TP

PCT

TCP

order k
0

X

X

l:Ct = - i

X

X

t
2-month

X

1-year

X

X

X

dt
12-hour

X

X

24-hour

X

X

total-mass effect
uncorr.

X

X

X

corrected

X

for mass-distribution effect
uncorrected

X

X

X

corrected

X
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The results of model TP, multiple regression analysis on 24-hour data of

intensities, airpressure and four layers of a thickness profile - formed

by combining highly correlated neighbouring layers so as to restrict cross-

correlations to ±30% (see section 3.3.b)- are shown in figures 61 through 72.

Figure 60 shows the residual variance for one of the four inclined telesco-

pes, the one pointing in the north-south direction.This telescope, installed

in 1972, was the only inclined telescope that did not deteriorate untill

1977.The residual variance had its lowest value in the years of solar mini-

mum activity.Figure 61 shows the residual variance of the wide angle teles-

cope. The gradual deterioration of the meson telescopes, showing up already

in one of the inclined telescopes in 1973, makes the intensities useless in

the years after 1974 as can clearly be seen from the sharp rise in 1975.

Figures 62 through 66 show each of the five correction coefficients for the

wide angle telescope on a yearly basis during 1969-1976.Even, when the at-

tention is restricted to years before 1975, unrealistic high changes for

the values of the thickness coefficients occur, especially for the layer

between 850 and 1000 mb, figure 63, and for the layer between 200 and 300

mb, figure 65.The standard deviations are also much too large to check the

validity of theoretically deduced values for temperature correction coeffi-

cients .

The consistency of the correction coefficient sets from the seven telesco-

pes (1 wide angle, 2 cubic and 4 inclined) when the average values of the

sets obtained on a yearly basis are calculated (figures 67-71) is rather

good for the wide angle, the 2 cubic and the north-south telescopes.These

four telescopes each had 5 yearly sets with low enough variance.Faulty sets

of correction coefficients were excluded by setting a limit to the residual

variances.For the west-east telescope only one yearly set fulfilled this

residual variance criterium.Therefore, no standard deviations are given.

Figure 72 gives the average set of correction coefficients for the wide

angle telescope, which has the best counting statistics.lt is clear from

the standard deviations of the correction coefficients that even estimates

based on 5 years of observations and with crosscorrelations in the various

time series restricted to ±30% are still far from being accurate enough to

discriminate between the several sets found in the literature (Dorman,1974;

Maeda,1960; Wada 1960, 1961 and Bercovitch 1967).
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3.5 RESULTING CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS FROM A MODEL WITH A FUNCTIONAL

FORM FOR THE COEFFICIENTS FOR MASS-DISTRIBUTION VARIATIONS

To get rid of the combined disturbance of noise and crosscorrelations

on the experimental verification of the values of correction coefficients

for atmospheric changes, the highly correlated neighbouring layers of

the mass-distribution profile were combined.This resulted in a reduction

of crosscorrelation between the correction series used to about ±30% (see

figures 58 and 59).From the resulting estimates, 5 independent correction

coefficients - section 3.4 - it was concluded that the gain in accuracy

is still far from satisfactory.

The following approach was chosen to reduce the crosscorrelations between

the time series used for the determination of the correction coefficients

for mass-distribution changes.Instead of taking independent correction

coefficients CH. for the mass-distribution profile (=thickness profile)

a functional description was taken with the general form:

2 3
• CH(mb) = A + B. (mb-mb ) + C. (mb-mb ) + D. (mb-mb ) + .. (30)

with mb = pressure level in atmospheres

mb =0.6 atm.(=600 millibar) level

n
I CH..dAH. (dt.) in (27) is replaced by

j=l D D 1 (31)
18 18 18
E A.dAHL (dt.) + Z B.(mb-mb ).dAR(dt.) + £ C.(mb-mbQ) .dAH (dt.) +••

k=l X k=l X k=l

Instead of determining CH. the parameters A,B,C,.. describing CH(mb) will
be determined.Formula (29) can be used again if the following substitu-
tions are used:

18
xffl(i) = I (mb-mb0) .dAH^dt^ . m = 2,3,..

62=A ; 63=B ; 64=C (32)

The functional form for CH(mb) forces the course of the mass-distribution

correction coefficient versus atmospheric depth into a smooth function,

i.e. the neighbouring coefficients are no longer independent.The advantage

of this approach is that besides a substantial further reduction of the

crosscorrelations between the x (i) time series, it takes the full details

of the 18 profile layers into account, even when only a few parameters

A,B,C,.. are evaluated.
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The models for multiple regression used in section 3.4 can be applied

again.For the values of parameters t, dt and k see table 14.

Since the results for the several meson telescopes were essentially

the same, only the results for the wide angle telescope are shown .The

first results are the correction coefficients obtained when model PT

is applied to the data.Table 15 shows the yearly set of correction co-

efficients obtained with a two-parameter description of CH(mb).Table

16 those obtained with a three-parameter description for CH(mb).

TABLE 15

MODEL PT: B AND CH(mb) = A + B.(mb-mb )

Year residual variance

.IQ"5
B(±a in %) A(±a in %)

10~ /m.1O~ /mm Hg

B(+a in %)

.10 /m. atm

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1.6

1.8

.9

1.8

1.1

1.4

-15.31(±3.9%)

-15.06( 2.7%)

-13.77( 2.2%)

-14.23( 2.8%)

-14.85( 2.0%)

-15.54( 2.6%)

-4.53(±11%)

-3.62( 10%)

-3.51 ( 9%)

-4.1K 10%)

-3.63( 8%)

-4.17( 10%)

-7 .60 (±13%)

-6.81( 10%)

-8.45( 6%)

-8.49( 8%)

-7.09( 7%)

-7.85( 8%)

Average set
1969/1974 -14.79 -3.93 -7.72

TABLE 16

MODEL PT: B AND CH(mb) = A + B.(mb-mb0) + C.(mb-mb0)'

Year res.var.

.lO"5

3(±o in %)

.10 /mm Hg

A(±cr in %) B(±a in %) C(±a in %)

.10~5/m -5 -5 2
.10 /m.atm .10 /m.atm

1972

1973

1974

1.

1.

1.

8

1

4

-14

-14

-15

.19(±3

.79 ( 2

.58( 2

.5%)

.3%)

.4%)

-4

-3

-3

.17(±

• 73(

.96 (

11%)

9%)

12%)

-7

-5

-9

.54 (±37%)

.62 (

.84(

37%)

27%)

2

3

-4

.39(±284%)

.58 ( 140%)

.84( 130%)

-_ As expected the standard deviations of the parameters describing the

function CH(nib) for mass-distribution changes are too great to infer any

time-dependence. Therefore, one fixed set of correction coefficients was

determined from the yearly sets for the two-parameter approximation of CH.

- Using more than two parameters in the description of CH(mb),see table 16,

gave estimates with unacceptably high standard deviations.The two-parame-
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ter description, CH(mb)=A+B.(mb-mb ) , the estimated straight line appro-

ximation, is therefore the only approximation with acceptable standard

deviations for the values of 8,A and B.

- Figure 7.3 'presents this straight line approximation for CH(mb) based

on the average set from model PT, see table 15.Since mass-distribution

changes can be corrected for by both thickness- and temperature profile

variations, a corresponding set of temperature coefficients CT(mb) can

be given.It. is determined from CH(mb) and the time series of thickness

and temperature as follows:

18 18
2 CH(mb J.dAHj^i) = Z CT(mb ).dT (i).Amb i = 1,N (33)

k=l k=l

with Amb, = thickness in millibars of layer k

CT(mb ) = temperature coefficient at layer k per °C.mb

gives an identical mass-distribution correction if the temperature

coefficients CT(mb. ) are determined from:
JC

CT(mbk) = dAHk .CH(mbk) k = 1,18 (34)

with dAH./dT. .Amb. determined from the average ratio from radio sonde

profiles of dAii (dt. )/dT. (dt.) .The corresponding set of CT(mb) is given

in figure 73 as well so as to be able to compare these results with

literature values for the mass-distribution effect, which are all given

in terms of the temperature profile (Dorman,1974 ; Maeda,1960 ; Berco-

viten,1967; Wada, 1961)

- To assess the correctness of the correction coefficient set, an average

year of monthly corrected meson intensities, intensities corrected only

for total-mass changes- interrupted line, with B - and intensities cor-

rected for mass-distribution changes as well - full-drawn line, with 8+CH-

is shown in figure 74.It is clear from figure 74 that the mass-distribu-

tion (or temperature effect) is only partially eliminated.The underestima-

tion of the correction coefficients CH(mb) results from the differencing

of the time series used for model PT; this filtering not only removed low

frequency disturbances but also the main frequency of the temperature

effect.
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Results from model TP, with optimal model parameters k , t and dt for the

temperature effect, see 'cable 14, are given in tables 17 and 18 for the

two and three-parameter description of CH(mb).

TABLE

MODEL

Year

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

17

TP: 0

res.

•

2.

4.

2.

4,

3,

2

Average set
1969/1974

TABLE

MODEL

Year

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

18

TP: S

res

2

3

1

4

3

2

AND CH(mb)

,var.

IQ"5

,3

,0

.0

.4

.1

.9

= A + B.(mb-mb )

3(±cr in %) A(+o in %)

.10~ /mm Hg . 10~ /m

-15.

-15.

-13.

-15.

-16.

-16.

-15.

AND CH(mb)

.var.

.io"5

.3

.8

.9

.4

.1

.8

44 (

10 (

75 (

54 (

.97 (

.98 (

.63

= A

4%)

3%)

3%)

3%)

3%)

2%)

+ B:

3(±a in %)
-4

.10 /mm 1

-15

-15

-13

-15

-17

-16

• 55(

.43 (

• 92 (

• 51(

• IK
.83(

5%)

3%)

3%)

4%)

3%)

3%)

-6.41(

-6.51(

-5.41(

-6.53(

-4.73(

-8.15(

-6.29

.mb-mb ) +

4%)

3%)

3%)

4%)

4%)

3%)

B(±a in %)

.10 /m.atm

-8.

-7.

-8.

-9.

-3.

-10.

—7i

C.(mb-mb ]

A(±a in %)

3g .10~5/m

-6.23(

-5.42(

-5.10 (

-6.58(

-4.24(

-8.53(

8%)

7%)

6%)

7%)

8%)

4%)

,02 (

61(

39 (

,13(

,52 (

.26 (

:s2

2

12%)

9%)

7%)

9%)

18%)

6%)

B(±a in %)

.10 /m-atm

-9

-19

-11

-8

-9

-5

.85 (

.97 (

• 93(

.62 (

.89 (

• 54(

49%)

17%)

23%)

43%)

37%)

61%)

C(±c in %)

.10~5/m.atm

-4

-30

-8

-1

-15

11

.48 (

.66 (

• 74(

.28{

-19(

.46 (

259%)

27%)

78%)

711%)

57%)

72%)

- Figure 75 shows the straight line approximation, the only approximation

with acceptable standard deviations for the values of (3,A and B.The corres-

ponding set of temperature correction coefficients, formulas (33) and (34),

CT(mb) is also given.The average of CH(mb) increased almost 60% when com-

pared to the model PT estimates.
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- Figure 76 shows the average year of monthly values of meson intensities

after correction for only the mass-distribution (or temperature) effect.

As compared to figure 74, a much smaller variation of 0.2% remained.Further-

more, this residual variance is in anti-phase with the small seasonal air-

pressure variation that shows up in a mean year (1970-1974) of monthly, ave-

rages, which shows the same characteristics as the one shown in figure 56.

So, at least these mass-distribution coefficient function is remarkably

good. CH(atm) = -6.29.10~ -7.82.10~ (atm-.6) leaves a variation of less

than ±0'. 2%.Bef ore this correction the temperature effect amounted to

+1.75% (figure 74).

- However, when the airpressure variations (total-mass variations) are cor-

rected for as well, the resulting intensities indicate an overcorrection.

This can be seen in figure 77 where the average year of monthly mean meson

intensity is shown, after correction for both total-mass and mass-distri-

bution variations with the correction coefficients from model TP.

The conclusion is that the mass-distribution variations can be eliminated

with the correction coefficients from model TP, since the small residual

variance in intensities corrected for this temperature effect only is in

anti-phase with average airpressure, see also section 3.4.The barometric

coefficient from both model PT and model TP is too large.Therefore,the

meson intensities will be corrected for the temperature effect before an

additional determination of the barometric coefficient with model PCT,

see table 14, is applied.

Results from model PCT, which is the model used for the determination of

the barometric coefficient of neutrons ( section 2.2.e), gave 65 estimates

for the barometric coefficients for mesons.The averaged coefficients (3

for the meson telescopes were found to be:

telescope: cubic(2) wide angle(1) inclined(4)
— -

B.10 /mm-.Hg -12.0 -11.75 -12.08

- Figure 78 shows the residual variation remaining after correction for

atmospheric effects with correction coefficients CH(mb) from model TP and

barometric coefficient & from model PCT.This residual variation in the

corrected intensities turns out to be restricted to 0.13%; when the data

are smoothed over three months, to reduce the contribution of noise, a

halfyearly frequency shows up.
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3.6 FINAL REMARKS

The experimental correction coefficients that were derived in this chap-

ter, turned out to reduce variations in corrected meson intensities to

±0.2% for an average year of monthly mean corrected intensities.The year-

ly variation in uncorrected meson intensities that amounted to ±1.75%,

is therefore reduced to =10% of this value.Although the combined effect

of the applied correction coefficients cannot be wrong by more than 10%,

the distribution of the total-mass and mass-distribution effects among

airpressure and thickness profile time series is still not free from

disturbing crosscorrelations.Even the functional form for the correction

coefficients for thickness variations CH(mb) results in model variables

x (32) that still display a more than 10% crosscorrelation, especially

between the airpressure at sea level and the thickness variations above

the 200 millibar level.This may account for the fact that the values for

the mass-distribution correction coefficients (figure 75) are too high

for levels above 200 millibar, whereas the barometric coefficient found

after removal of the temperature effect is certainly too low when compared

to Dormans (1974) theoretical values.

The final conclusion is that an experimental verification of correction

coefficients for atmospheric changes is afflicted with more uncertainties

then those present in assumptions made to deduce theoretical correction

coefficients.The only fault in theoretical calculations comes from un-

certainties in the primary particle energy composition that exists at

the top of the atmosphere.Since this differential spectrum shows no

long-term changes for meson producing primaries of more than 1%, the

spectra from balloon flights will be accurate enough.

Therefore, one should apply the theoretical correction coefficients for

atmospheric changes obtained from primary differential spectra with

Y=2.5; for instance those given by Dorman (1974) .

This advice especially applies to underground meson telescopes; limited

counting statistics increase the noise level to a height at which even

sophisticated time series analysis miss the information to suppress the

crosscorrelations between time series used to represent total-mass and

mass-distribution variations.This problem is illustrated by the results

of Lyons et al.(1981) , Yasue et al.(1981) and Cutler et al.(1981).
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CHAPTER 4

PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS IN THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

4.1 EFFECTS OF A GRADIENT IN COSMIC RAY GUIDING CENTRE DENSITY

PERPENDICULAR TO THE WAVY NEUTRAL SHEET

4.1.a Introduction

In this chapter the significance of extremely small semi-diurnal and semi-

annual variations will be dealt with.The semi-annual variation in corrected

meson intensities has an amplitude of = .1% and the semi-diurnal variation

in both corrected neutrons and mesons amounts to = .05%.

Although both the semi-diurnal and the semi-annual variation can be under-

stood as a result of a bi-directional gradient in guiding centre density

perpendicular to a. plane, the plane of symmetry, close to the ecliptic

plane, it will be shown that models proposed to account for these variations

can. not account for both variations at the same time.

The charged primary cosmic ray particles gyrate around the interplanetary

magnetic field.During a day of measurements the instrument located on the

earth scans all arrival directions in or near the earth equatorial plane.

Measuring the .intensity of secondaries produced by primaries arriving from

different asymptotic directions near the ecliptic plane can be used to in-

fer the pitch angle distribution of the primary particles.This pitch angle

distribution represents a guiding centre density in a plane perpendicular

to the ecliptic and along the interplanetary field direction.The distance

above and beneath the ecliptic to which the guiding centre density of the

primary particles can be probed depends upon the maximum gyroradius of the

particles.if the plane of symmetry of the bi-directional gradient in gui-

ding centre density does not coincide with the ecliptic plane and when

the distance between the two planes near the earth is larger than the maxi-

mum gyroradius of the primary particles that contribute to the measured

neutron and meson intensities, only one part of the bi-directional gradient

will be detected.This will give rise to an additional diurnal variation

instead of a semi-diurnal.

On the other hand when the instrument, on the earth, can probe the bi-

directional gradient at. changing distances to the plane of symmetry of

this gradient, it will be possible to measure the guiding centre density

gradient directly as a semi-annual variation in daily intensities of

neutrons and mesons corrected for atmospheric changes.
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For the transformation of the pitch angle distribution of the primary

particles into a guiding centre density, one must know the direction

and strength of the interplanetary magnetic field.

The., changing interplanetary magnetic conditions, the rotation of the

earth, residual atmospheric semi-diurnal variation in corrected intensities

and the exact shape of the plane of symmetry of a guiding centre distri-

bution introduce uncertainties and limitations to the conclusions that can

be drawn from amplitude and phase of semi-diurnal and semi-annual varia-

tions.The next paragraphs deal with each of the parameters that appear

in models for a cause of the semi-diurnal variation in corrected intensi-

ties.

4.1.b The gyroradius of primary cosmic ray particles

A relativistic charged particle with velocity v = c in a magnetic field B

is subjected to the Lorentz force according to

| = Z e ( v x B ) (35)

with p = momentum of the particle withi:charge Ze

In the absence of scattering centres and with constant B the magnitude

of the momentum and its component along B are constants of motion.Only

the direction of the motion perpendicular to B changes periodically.

The motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field can be separated

in a motion along B,which is called the guiding centre motion, and one

perpendicular to B, a circular motion with velocity v^, radius R (gyro-

radius) and angular velocity fl connected by

•*• -± -*•

v. = a x R
•+ 2 •*•

H = -c ZeB (gyrofrequency)

(36)

(37)

(38)

with v^ = csina a = pitch angle; the angle between v and B

E = total energy of the particle

E Q = rest energy of the particle

Y = Lorentz factor
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The maximum gyroradius R for a relativistic proton (Z=l) with total

energy S is obtained when the pitch angle a=90° then Vj_= v = c and

R = £ = cymn = 2y light seconds (39)

^ eB
—9

for the value of B = 5.10 T, which is the average magnitude of the

interplanetary magnetic field near the earth.

In order to see how many degrees in heliolatitude, at 1 Astronomical

unit away from the sun, is reached by the primary particles that con-

tribute to neutron and meson intensities, formula (39) is evaluated

for the average total energy of the primary, particles.According to

the differential response function of a sealevel NM64 neutron monitor

(Raubenheimer and Plückiger 1977) the average energy of the primary

particles is 9.5 'GeV, a value also employed by Kusunose et al. (1981).

The Lorentz factor y for protons with E =9.5 GeV is =10.The maximum

gyroradius according to (39) is 20 light seconds.The distance in de-

grees at 1AU is easily obtained viaithe tangent of heliolatitude 8

tg 9 = 9 = R = .04 rad=2,29° (40)
m

1AÜ

one Astronomical Unit being 480 light seconds.

For primary protons .that contribute to meson production the average

E =30 GeV, so their gyroradii correspond to a distance of maximal 7°

in heliolatitude at 1AU from the sun.

4.1.c Semi-diurnal variation in pitch angle distribution

For particles with a small pitch angle a, the velocity component

perpendicular to the magnetic field is small, so the gyration radius

R is also small.The spiraling charged particle is never far from its

guiding centre.Measuring the pitch angle distribution in the direc-

tion along the magnetic field line corresponds to the measurement

of guiding centre density along B.The measurement of pitch angle distri-

butions perpendicular to B in the ecliptic plane corresponds to the

determination of guiding centre density above and beneath the eclip-

tic plane up to a characteristic distance given by (39).These parti-

cles with a large velocity component perpendicular to B have large

gyroradii.

From (36) and (37) one can see that the distance R depends upon the

magnitude of B; with changing magnitude the extent to which the gui-

ding centre density is probed on both sides of the ecliptic varies.
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A change in the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field in the

ecliptic plane changes the times at which maxima and minima occur in the

pitch angle distribution measured by the instruments on the rotating earth

scanning all directions near the ecliptic plane in the course of a day.

The changing magnetic field direction results into frequency modulation

of the semi-diurnal wave in intensities of neutrons and mesons.

4.1.d Plane of symmetry of the bi-directional gradient

The exact location of the plane of symmetry depends upon the physical

mechanism that is thought to be responsible for a bi-directional gradient.

Several mechanisms are suggested in the literature.

The model suggested by Subramanian and Sarabhai (1967) assumes that the

heliolatitudional guiding centre distribution is governed by the magne-

tic solar activity on the same latitude on the solar surface.The plane

of symmetry in this case is the plane of symmetry for solar magnetic activity.

The movement of sunspots shows that the rotation symmetry axia of the solar

magnetic field is aligned with the solar rotation axis.This rotation axis

makes an angle of 7%° with the direction perpendicular to the ecliptic.plane.

The plane of symmetry of magnetic activity, the heliomagnetic equator, is

therefore inclined to the ecliptic plane by 7%°.The two planes intersect

so, that the earth in its orbit around the sun crosses the heliomagnetic

equator twice a year.In the first week of December the earth goes from

the magnetic hemisphere at the heliographic south to the one at the helio-

graphic north.In the first week of June it goes from the north to the south.

In their treatment,however,the inclination is mentioned but not taken into

account.Instead.the heliomagnetic equator is thought to coincide with thé

ecliptic plane.However, this simplification is not allowed for neutron

monitor measurements.Since measurements of the guiding centre density is

restricted to a few degrees heliolatitude at 1AU (40) the earth is too

far from this plane of symmetry about 85% of the year.Therefore.it will

not detect a semi-diurnal variation but only an additional diurnal compo-

nent since only one part of the bi-directional gradient can be detected.

Although higher energy protons than those with the average energy contri-

bute to the neutron measurements, with increasing distance to the helio-

magnetic equator their contribution to a semi-diurnal will fall off ra-

pidly.
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The model proposed by Quenby and Lietti (1968) explains the bi-directional

gradient in guiding centre density as a consequence of the spiral configu-

ration of the interplanetary magnetic field.The interplanetary magnetic

field is carried away by the solar wind plasma.Apart from this radial ve-

locity component the solar rotation adds a tangential velocity component,

due to the solar rotation velocity.Near the sun the field lines are almost

radial but further away from the sun they get more tangential.The Archime-

dian spiral or garden hose pattern makes an angle with the radial direc-

tion given by

tg x = -£u (41)

V

with x = garden hose angle; angle between B and r

r = distance from the,sun

u = angular rotation velocity at solar surface

V = radial solar wind plasma velocity

At 1 AU the garden hose angle is about 45°.

The magnetic field lines that originate at higher heliolatitudes are

less tightly wound due to a decreasing tangential velocity component w.

Primary particles diffuse into the solar modulation cavity along the

interplanetary magnetic field.Since the spiralihg-in takes less time

at higher heliolatitudes, the particles will lose less energy.This process

gives rise to a gradient in guiding centre density perpendicular to

a plane perpendicular to the solar rotation axis.The plane of symmetry

is the one perpendicular to the rotation axis, like the heliomagnetic

equator in the first model.However,like the first model, their calcu-

lations of the resulting semi-diurnal variation are based upon a plane

of symmetry that coincides with the ecliptic plane.This model suffers

from the same defects as the first.

The model of Nagashima et al.(1971) and Fujii et al.(1971) makes use of

the fact that the interplanetary magnetic field consists of two hemis-

pheres of bended monopole fields separated by a neutral sheet or current

sheet near the heliomagnetic equator.Near the sun where the field lines

are almost radial (41) , the monopole approximation can be used

Br = Ĵ _ (42)

r2

The trajectory of a charged particle lies upon a cone with semi apex ope-
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ning angle ?.On this cone the following quantity is a constant of the

motion

-—— = constant (.43)

sin a

with a = the pitch angle

Since B increases with decreasing r (42), sin a. must increase until it

becomes l.From that point r , called the mirror point, the particle re-

verses its direction of motion along B.

r = 2£è_ tg 5 (44)

m p

It is obvious that if the mirror point lies below the solar surface,

the charged particle will be lost.To give an idea of how many particles

would get lost this way, we will assume that a monopole description

holds between the solar surface and the earth at 1 AU.With formula (43)

'we can determine for which pitch, angles particles would be lost due

to the fact that their mirror point lies below the solar surface.In the

limiting case that the charged particle has its mirror point exactly

at the solar surface we have:

sin as = 1 ; B s = 10~
4 T '" B e = 5.10~

9 T

sin a = 7.07.10 which gives a < 0.41°

All the particles moving towards the sun that have pitch angles smaller

than 0.41° at 1 AU would be lost.The fraction of a totally isotropic

pitch angle distribution lost would be 0.30%.The resulting pitch angle

distribution minus the loss cone can be described by a series of sphe-

rical harmonics of a diurnal frequency.

The loss cone model can only be distinguished from the afore mentioned

models by determining the pitch angle distribution in a plane perpendi-

cular to the ecliptic plane.To do this one needs underground meson te-

lescopes which have asymptotic viewing directions far out of the ecliptic

plane.The loss cone model is less dependent upon the exact structure

of the interplanetary magnetic field.As long as the field lines between

the earth and the sun can be described by bended monopole configurations

and as long as scattering of particles do not completely isotropise the

loss cone distribution, the effect can be detected.

A treatment of the pitch angle distribution in terms of spherical har-

monics is given by Kflta (1974).
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Although the inclination between the heliomagnetic equator and the eclip-

tic plane severely limits the use of semi-diurnal characteristics obtained

from variations in corrected neutrons and mesons, the inclination offers

a new possibility to determine the guiding centre density perpendicular

to the heliomagnetic equator via the semi-annual variation in corrected

cosmic ray intensity.In the course of a year the earth covers a region

in heliomagnetic latitude between +7^° and -7>*0.When a bi-directional

gradient in guiding centre density exists,only the distance to the helio-

magnetic equator,which is shown in figure 79, is important and any gradient

will show up as a semi-annual variation of daily (integration over all

pitch angles) intensities.

4.1.e Shape of the plane of symmetry; wavy neutral sheet

So far nothing is said about the structure of the interplanetary magnetic

field near the heliomagnetic equator .The structure that can be deduced

from satellite measurements has consequences for the plane of symmetry,

so far thought to coincide with the heliomagnetic equator.

Satellite measurements of the direction and magnitude of the interplane-

tary magnetic field at 1 AU in the ecliptic plane started with IMP 1 on

a regular basis.Since 1963 several satellites provided us with a more

or less continuous series of observations.Figure 80 shows the relative

occurrence of field directions in the ecliptic plane as a polar histo-

gram; the field directions are grouped in 1° bins.This distribution was

obtained from hourly values covering Bartels rotations numbered 1783-1978

spanning the time interval November 1963-April 1978.The polar histogram

clearly illustrates the. tendency of the interplanetary field to point

along the garden hose angle of 45°, either inward\(towards the sun) or

outward (away from the sun).In the histogram the inward pointing field

directions near 45° to the right of the earth-sun line (the earth is in

the middel of the polar plot) arerreferred to as IN, the field directions

near 135° to the left of the earth-sun line are referred to as OUT.

As Wilcox and Ness (1965) already noticed, the directions even during one

solar rotation are grouped in what they called magnetic sectors with

alternating IN- and OUT-pointing fields, - and + polarity in their figure.

A careful analysis of the relative occurrence of IN and OUT sectors
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FIGURE 80
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during separate solar rotations in the course of several years, like the

two years around solar minimum activity in figure 81/ shows a clear annual

variation in the occurrence of both IN- and OUT-pointing sectors .The an-

nual variations of.IN- and OUT-pointing sector occurrence are in anti-phase.

If the separation of the two magnetic hemispheres of the interplanetary

magnetic field would be formed by a flat heliomagnetic equator, one would

expect that the relative occurrence of IN- or OUTward pointing fields would

alternate between 100% and 0% changing whenever the earth crosses the helio-

magnetic equator.What one measures is a much smaller surplus reaching a

maximum when the earth is at maximum distance from the heliomagnetic equa-

tor.This persistent sector structure is explained by a model with a warped

heliomagnetic equator, the wavy neutral sheet or warped current sheet se-

parating the 2 magnetic hemispheres of opposite polarity.The wave height

of the warped neutral sheet even at solar minimum activity remains higher

than 10° heliolati.tude as can be seen from the relative occurrence of IN-

and OUT-pointing field directions which remain below 100% and above 0%.

The warped neutral sheet model and the solar polar field reversals every

11 years are used by Jokipii and Thomas (1981) , in addition to a Parker

model for the scattering and diffusion of energetic particles in inter-

planetary space (Parker,1965) extended with drift effects, to explain

the difference in modulation between odd and even solar cycles.The results

are encouraging.

The structure of the layer separating the two magnetic hemispheres points

to the warped neutral sheet as the plane of symmetry that should be used

as far as a bi-directional gradient is concerned.The wave amplitude at

1 AU is estimated to increase to about 30° heliomagnetic latitude at

solar maximum activity and reduces to 10-15° at solar minimum activity

(Jokipii and Thomas 1981).

Due to the waviness of the neutral sheet the earth based instruments may

be near enough the sheet to detect a bi-directional gradient at any time

of the year, but no analytic expression can be given for the exact time

intervals.

When one looks at the polar histograms of the field directions in the

ecliptic plane B^ in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic(GSE)coordinates for two

periods from different solar cycles, figure 82 of 5 years before
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and figure 83 of 3 years after both hemispheres changed polarity (1974-1977) ,

one sees that the magnetic hemisphere on the heliographic north occurs more

often than the magnetic hemisphere on the heliographic south side of inter-

planetary space.These figures illustrate convincingly that the magnetic

hemisphere on the heliographic north side is more active, filling a larger

portion of space than the magnetic hemisphere on the heliographic south side.

This feature of the interplanetary field was suspected earlier by Rosenberg

et al.(1973) and mentioned again in Rosenberg (1975).

The conclusion therefore is, that,even if the wave amplitude of the warped

neutral sheet would be zero, the heliomagnetic equator would not be a plane

perpendicular to the rotation axis of the sun, but a cone a few degrees to

the heliographic south.I also stressed this point at the International Cos-

mic Bay Conference in Paris (Huijsmans 1981c) as a comment on the model

used by Jokipii and Thomas (1981) .

r

4.1.f Distribution of the interplanetary magnetic field direction

in the ecliptic plane

Models for semi-diurnal variation adopt the Archimedian spiral configura-

tion given by Parker (1958):

B 9 = 0 Bl Vr"~ w s i n 9 (45)

with B,,r. reference points close to the sun

r = radial distance to the sun

8 = latitude from rotation axis (8 = 0°) to equatorial plane(6 = 90°)

ij) = azimuthal angle ($=0° in the direction of the sun)

V = solar wind plasma velocity

(i) = solar angular rotation velocity

The variability of the direction of the magnetic field in the ecliptic

plane is rather large as can be seen in figure 80 .Due to the change in

the garden hose angle x (4D of Parkers spiral field, with solar wind

velocity V between 300 and 600 km/s and ID=2.7.10~6 rad/s, the directio-

nal distribution is expected to lie almost entirely within ±10° of the

average angles -45° and 135°.In reality 50% of the measured directional

distribution deviates more than 20° from these average angles.

The rather large variability of the field direction is another serious

obstacle for the verification of gradients in guiding centre density

via semi-diurnal variation.To see how well the sector structure of the

interplanetary magnetic field obeys (45) during each solar rotation,

polar histograms of B (PHI in the plots) were made; the directions
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FIGUKE 82
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FIGURE 83
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FIGURE 8 4
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were grouped into 15° bins .Figure 84 shows that the spiral field and the

sector structure are well defined during Bartels rotation 1911.On the other-

hand during Bartels rotation 1919, figure 85, the field directions are

completely at random.An approximation of the interplanetary magnetic field

with formulas (45) can certainly not be justified during this rotation.

Whereas the distribution of B, changes considerably from one solar reta-

tion to another, it remains rather constant when yearly distributions

obtained from about 13 solar rotations are examined.

4.1.g Pull spectral analysis

The variability of the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field

introduces a considerable amount of frequency modulation into the semi-

diurnal variation of corrected neutrons and mesons.Frequency contributions

will lie between 0.375-0.625 cycles/day.It would be short-sighted to look

at only one particular frequency of 0.5 cycles/day, although this has been

current practice until recently.For the investigation of the semi-diurnal

variation in corrected neutrons and mesons a full spectral analysis for

a range of frequencies around the semi-diurnal frequency is the only

acceptable approach under these circumstances.

Chapter 5 will be devoted to a power spectral analysis of the semi-diur-

nal frequency in intensity variations of neutrons and mesons.

4.1.h Asymptotic directions

To give a correct interpretation of amplitude and phase of the semi-diur-

nal variation in the data of ground based instruments, one has to know the

direction where the primary particles that initiated the showers of secon-

dary particles arrivad from.This is accomplished by determining the asympto-

tic direction.The theory of following charged particles along their trajec-

tories in the earth magnetic field outside the reach of the atmosphere is

developed by Störmer; an introduction is presented in Hossi and Olbert (1970)

A computer model of the earth magnetic field is used to calculate the tra-

jectory of anti-protons launched at a height of 20 km above the instrument

site.The trajectories are determined up to a distance where the particles

are outside the influence of the earth magnetic field.The direction thus

found is called the asymptotic direction.Tables have been produced for

each cosmic ray station showing asymptotic directions for primary parti-

cles that arrive from the zenith and other directions, with rigidity as

parameter (McCracken et al.,1972).For neutron monitors the asympto-
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tic directions all lie in or near the equatorial plane of the earth.

The equatorial plane of the earth is inclined to the ecliptic plane by

23.5°.In the models of Subramanian and Quenby where the ecliptic plane

is taken as the plane of symmetry of the bi-directional gradient in

guiding centre density, the maximum effect of the bi-directional gradient

is detected when the intersection of the equatorial plane of the earth

and the ecliptic is perpendicular to the interplanetary magnetic field.

This occurs twice per year .The minimum effect of the bi-directional gra-

dient is detected when the intersection of the two planes is parallel

to the interplanetary magnetic field.The amplitude is weakened by =10%

(cos 23.5°) causing a periodic variation in the amplitude of the semi-

diurnal variation of ±5%.

4.1.1 atmospheric semi-diurnal variation

There is one atmospheric variation that can disturb the measured effects

of a bi-directional gradient.A semi-diurnal variation in sealevel air-

pressure with an amplitude of 0.26 mm Hg exists in the yearly average

values, as shown in figure 57.A residual variation of 0.01% due to a

4% fault in the value for the barometric coefficient is a reasonable upper

estimate for corrected neutron intensities.For meson intensities no con-
-4

tribution larger than 10 % from a residual atmospheric semi-diurnal va-

riation is expected; see also Quenby and Lietti (1968) table 1.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF A BI-DIRECTIONAL GRADIENT

4.2.a From semi-diurnal variation

The usefulness of the semi-diurnal variation in corrected neutron and

meson intensities to infer a bi-directional gradient in guiding centre

density perpendicular to the warped neutral sheet is shown to be seve-

rely limited by:

a) The percentage time spent in the close vicinity of the warped sheet:

less than 15% for neutron primaries and less than 40% for meson pri-

maries .

b) The large variability in interplanetary field direction in the ecliptic

plane, which makes the use of amplitude and phase of the semi-diurnal

variation obtained from periods of less than a year doubtful.

Only the loss cone model may be less affected, since there is no need

for a guiding center density gradient and associated plane of symmetry.
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4.2.b Erom semi-annual variation

Circumstances in interplanetary space such as the inclination of the he-

liomagnetic equator and the ecliptic plane and the warped neutral sheet,

favour the detection of a bi-directional gradient in guiding centre den-

sity perpendicular to the neutral sheet via semi-annual variation in

daily mean intensities.Even better is the use of solar rotation mean

intensities, since this eliminates most of the effects due to the wavi-

ness of the neutral sheet.When one uses solar rotation mean intensities

of corrected neutrons and mesons, the warped sheet can be replaced by

the heliomagnetic equator as the plane of symmetry.

In figure 78 (section 3.5) the semi-annual variation in meson intensities

corrected for atmospheric pressure and mass-distribution changes is found

to be 0.13% (1970-1974).Since the maximum gyroradius associated with the

average energy of primary particles that contribute to meson production

reaches up to 7° on both sides of the ecliptic, the bi-directional gra-

dient, which is in phase with the distance of the earth to the heliomagne-

tic equator (figure 79), amounts to 0.0175%/degree heliolatitude at 1 AU.

The semi-diurnal amplitude in corrected mesons is 0.0463% (1970-1974).

Prom this amplitude a lower limit for the gradient of 0.0075%/degree at

1 AU is obtained. Given the fact that the earth based meson telescope is

less than 40% of the time close enough to the neutral sheet to detect a

semi-diurnal caused by a bi-directional gradient in guiding centre density,

the value for the gradient obtained from the semi-diurnal amplitude is

not far from what could be expected.

The semi-annual variation in corrected meson intensities therefore supports

the existence of a small bi-directional gradient perpendicular to the

heliomagnetic equator or neutral sheet.Although there is no need for a

gradient in guiding centre density in the loss cone model, any gradient

if positive in a direction away from the heliomagnetic equator will en-

large the semi-diurnal variation.
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CHAPTER 5

.POWER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE SEMI-DIURNAL VARIATION

5.1 DESIGN OF THE ANALYSIS

5.1.a Introduction

To assess the significance of the semi-diurnal variation in corrected

secondary cosmic ray neutron and meson, intensities a spectral analysis

was set up.Full spectral analysis in this case is preferred to restric-

ted harmonic analysis at a specific frequency since conditions in inter-

planetary space will result in both frequency- and amplitude modulation

of diurnal and semi-diurnal periodicities (see chapter 4).

No extensive treatment on power spectral analysis will be given here.

Interested readers are referred to Jenkins and Watts (1969) and Black-

man and Tukey (1959) .

This study will concentrate on the choices of parameters to be made in

the set-up of a spectral analysis via a Fourier transformation of a

smoothed and truncated autocovariance function rather than via a discrete

Fourier transform of the data.The following parameters have to be chosen:

dt = measuring interval (sampling or summation)

b, = bandwidth of the smallest detail
d

v = number of degrees of freedom within b, for smoothing procedures

M = truncation point of the autocovariance function

type of smoothing window (Bartlett, Tukey or Parzen)

The number of intervals N follows from demands on the bandwidth b, between
d

independent spectral estimates, the desired degrees of freedom v and the

particular smoothing window that is used.The measuring period t is given

by t = N.dt.

5.1.b Summation interval used in analysis

The measuring interval dt can be determined from two conditions.The highest

frequency of interest and prevention of aliasing,

a) Highest frequency of interest.

The significance of the semi-diurnal wave in relation to neighbouring

frequencies is what we want to judge.This condition gives us an uppper

limit on dt of less than 6 hours (.25 day) .When using a measuring in-

terval dt, the frequency range covered will lie between f=0 and f =l/2dt.
N

fN is called the Nyquist frequency.
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b) Prevention of aliasing.

Aliasing results from periodicities with frequencies higher than this Ny-

quist frequency and can be particularly disturbing when a signal is sampled.

To prevent tnis «ffect the sampling interval dt should be taken small

enough to assure that there is no substantial contribution from frequencies

above f .Since our interval is formed by summing 5-minute intensity values,
N

frequencias above f are effectively removed.Aliasing is,therefore, pre-

vented .

The Kyquist frequency should be taken 1.5-2 times the highest frequency of

interest.For the study of the semi-diurnal component in intenrity variations

a measuring interval dt=4 hours (.167 day) is used.With this interval a

frequency range between 0 and 3 cycles/day is covered.

5.1.C Bandwidth of the smallest detail

A lower bound on N, the number of intervals dt to be analysed, follows

from the smallest detail b, we would like to show up in the spectrum.

Since the number of independent spectral estimates C(f) between 0 and f

is N/2, the smallest visible detail will be b =2.f /N within the frequency

range 0-f .Enough detail will be present in the power spectrum when inde-

pendent estimates are obtained for the spectral power of frequencies near

2 cycles/day (the semi-diurnal component) that differ in period by ±15 mi-

nutes (.02 day).This amount of detail will be sufficient to reveal the

broad frequency range expected on the basis of the distribution of inter-

planetary magnetic field directions, see figure 80.

The condition will be fulfilled near f=2 cycles/day with N =75.

5.1.d Degrees of freedom for the confidence region of the spectral estimates

From a time series with period t=N.dt,N/2 independent estimates C(f) for

the spectrum T(f) can be determined.The reliability of these estimates C(f)

is rather low.Since the variate 2C(f)/F(f) is chi-square distributed with

2 degrees of freedom, the logarithm of C(f) can differ from the true spec-

tral power T(f) by an amount comparable to x3•Increasing N, the number of

data, increases only the number of independent estimates without increasing

the reliability of each estimate C(f).To take advantage of an increased

period length in terms of more reliable estimates, the period can be bro-
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ken up into subperiods.For each subperiod with length t =N .dt, with N

chosen so as to reveal enough detail with respect to the bandwidth b ,

the power spectrum can be estimated.When t is divided into j subperiods

there will be j estimates for each C(f).By averaging these j estimates

a smoothed spectral power estimate C('f) (ensemble averaging) is obtai-

ned with smaller variance.The variate 2jC(f)/T(f) is distributed as a

chi-square distribution with v=2j degrees of freedom x .

Instead of ensemble averaging, one can also use the complete record

for calculating a much more detailed spectrum; this spectrum is then

smoothed with a window with a bandwidth equal to the desired detail b .

This procedure is called frequency averaging.

How large the number of degrees of freedom y should be chosen depends

upon the confidence regions one wants to set .Whereas for a smooth spec-

trum about v=20 degrees of freedom will suffice, it requires close to

a hundred degrees of freedom to reveal a small peak with sufficient con-

fidence. Since we are dealing with an extremely small semi-diurnal peak,

the spectral analysis programs have been arranged such as to cope with

long .enough, periods to allow calculations of smoothed spectral estimates

with a maximum of v=150 degrees of freedom.

The number of subperiods j=v/2 times the number of intervals N, needed

to- reveal enough detail b gives a total number of intervals N=5700,

which corresponds to a total period length of t=2.5 year.

5.2 POWER SPECTRUM VIA AÜTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION

Spectral estimation via the autocovariance function plus smoothing is

a mixture of ensemble averaging (the autocovariance function itself)

and frequency averaging (achieved by truncation of the autocovariance

function which regulates and the bandwidth of the smoothing window

and the number of degrees of freedom for the smoothed spectral estimates)

Since a rectangular smoothing window introduces large and undesirable

side lobes into the smoothed spectrum, triangular ,. damped sine and dam-

ped absolute sine windows are favored for smoot' ing procedures .The .non ..-

rectangular, smoothing windows are characterized by a standard bandwidth

bj.The bandwidth of a smoothing procedure with a spectral window using

the autocovariance function truncated after lag M is

b d = b^M (46)
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The number of degrees of freedom when using a smoothing window with

standard bandwidth b and using a autocovariance function truncated at

lag M is given by

v = 2(N/M).b, (47)

5.2.a Truncation point

The use of an intermediate like the autocovariance function has the

advantage that for recurrent phenomena which are not truly periodic

(for large lags the autocovariance function resembles white noise),

an appropriate choice for the truncation point M can be determined

from the corresponding autocorrelation function and white noise con-

fidence limits.If the autocorrelation function remains below an ex-

pected noise level for lags beyond a certain value M, it is this lag M

that should be taken to truncate the autocovariance function to re-

veal all the details present in the time series.The choice of a larger

truncation lag M will either give a stabilized spectrum or the spec-

trum will become unstable due to the smaller number of degrees of free-

dom for the smoothed estimates.

For diurnal and semi-diurnal variations,however, the autocorrelation

function remains above the noise levels even for high values of lag M.

The changing interplanetary conditions induce frequency and amplitude

modulations, but the average frequency and amplitude remain constant

in time.This situation means that we can always obtain a more reliable

smoothed spectrum by increasing the period length t and using the larger

number of intervals N to either reduce the bandwidth b n or to increase
d

the number of degrees of freedom v for the smoothed spectral estimates.

5.2.b Smoothing window

The particular window used to obtain smoothed estimates for the spectral

power is not essential, as long as it is not rectangular.For this analy-

sis the Tukey window, a damped sine window, was used.Its standard band-

width b =1.333-A smoothing window of this type has also negative weighing

factors. Therefore, negative values for the smoothed spectral estimates

are sometimes found.
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5.2.C Differenced time series

Since power spectral estimates can have a large bias when frequencies

with a period longer than the total record length are present, spectral

estimates for differenced (16) data were evaluated as well.Differencing

turns a process into at least a weak stationary process of order 1 (Haykin

1979).The first moment (average) of such a process remains constant.

5.3 RESULTS ftND DISCUSSION OF POWER SPECTRA

A power spectrum plot gives an estimated measure of the variance of

a time series within equally spaced frequency bands versus frequency.

After-smoothing,, the. spectral estimates. C(f,f+df) have become depen-

dent; the dependence of neighbouring smoothed estimates is characteri-

zed by df, the bandwidth of the smoothing procedure.The distance be-

tween independent smoothed estimates, or bandwidth b is shown in the

plots as a horizontal interval (Bl,B2,B3) .Along with the bandwidth

information for the truncation point M (M1,M2,M3) and the number of

degrees of freedom is given. In the lower left corner of the spectral

plots confidence intervals (±95%) are shown as vertical distances; the

smallest interval belongs to the spectral estimates obtained from the

smoothing with the largest number of degrees of freedom.The logarithm

of the smoothed spectral estimates and confidance regions is shown

rather than the estimates themselves because this enables us to give

one confidence interval for the entire frequency range.

Since the probability that the variate vC(f)/T(f) will deviate more

than a certain amount given by a chi-square distribution is

P { x.. (0.025) < ?£&- < xM(0.975) } = 0.95 (48)

the interval between v c(f) and v C(f) (49)

X/0.975) Xv(0.025)

is a 95% confidence interval for T(f).The confidence interval for log' T(f)

then lies between
log C(f) + log v/xv(0.975) and log C(f) + log v/xy(0.025) (50)

and the distance between uppper and lower confidence limits

Xv(0.025)

can be plotted as a single vertical distance on the log C(f) versus f plot.
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The frequencies are shown in cycles/day.The diurnal or daily variation at

f=l cycle/day and the semi-diurnal or halfdaily variation at f=2 cycles/day

are the features of interest.

Up to. .3- .spectra can be shown in one plot by varying the truncation point M,

which governs all the details of the smoothing procedure.If M2 is the ori-

ginal choice for the truncation point of the autocovariance function, spec-

tra can also be displayed for Ml=M2/2 and M3=2.M2 thereby varying the

smoothing bandwidth by a factor 4.

5.3.a Airpressure variations

The smoothed power spectrum for airpressure variations is shown in figure

86.For frequencies below 1 cycle/day the spectrum is smooth and steep; it

is therefore preferable to difference the pressure values before a further

evaluation of the spectrum.In figure 87 the spectrum of differenced air-

pressure variations is shown.A smooth spectrum for frequencies below f=1.5

cycles/day remains.At f=2 cycles/day there is a clear periodic component,

the semi-diurnal variation in airpressure already shown in figure 57.The

existence of this semi-diurnal component is the reason why the barometric

coefficient when not correct will give rise to a residual semi-diurnal

peak of atmospheric origin in corrected cosmic ray intensities.

The spectrum above 2 cycles/day is very unstable,probably due to the

large amount of noise in this frequency region.

5.3.b Uncorrected neutron intensities

The spectra in figure 88 of differenced uncorrected neutron intensity

variations reveal clearly how important a proper barometric coefficient

is.The daily variation of extra-terrestrial origin remains practically

hidden in the variations near 1 cycle/day induced by airpressure changes.

The atmospherically induced halfdaily variation peak at 2 cycles/day is

as sharp as the peak in airpressure variations.This is no surprise since

neutron monitors are even better barometers than the barometers itself.

For frequencies below 2 cycles/day the spectrum is smooth and for those

above 2 cycles/day it tends to fc^come unstable even at 60 degrees of free-

dom.
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5.3.G Corrected neutron intensities

To see how the semi-diurnal peak at 2 cycles/day changes depending on

whether the correction for pressure changes are carried out with either

a fixed barometric coefficient or with those obtained from the 2-month

set, power spectra obtained from three years of differenced variations
_2

were calculated.In figure 89 a fixed barometric coefficient $=-10 /mm Hg

has been used for the correction of airpressure changes.In figure 90

barometric coefficients from the set shown in figure 7 were used to cor-<:

rect the neutron intensities.

The two detailed spectra are surprisingly identical especially the two

peaks at frequencies of the diurnal and semi-diurnal variation.Clearly

the residual atmospheric semi-diurnal in either one of the two cases

is too small to disturb the estimated power at 2 cycles/day.The semi-diur-

nal peak must be a real feature of the corrected intensity variations

and caused by extra-terrestrial effects.

Although the spectra of figures 89 and 90 were determined from three

years of data to increase the reliability of the smoothed estimates,

the same spectrum can be obtained from a year of data.Figure 91 gives

the spectrum for 1977 of corrected neutron variations; the difference

filter was not used in. this case to show the large" contribution of

very low frequencies near f=0.

5.3.d Data availability window

Since spectral estimates are obtained from time series that include

zero measurements due to monitor failures or recording troubles, it

is interesting to sea whether the power spectrum of the availability

of the data might substantially disturb the power spectra of intensity

variations.The power spectrum of the data availability window versus

frequency gives an extra criterium for the lowest number of degrees

of freedom above which the spectrum of disturbances is smooth enough

so as not to disturb the smoothed neutron and. meson: spectra.

Figure 92 shows the spectrum obtained from neutron, intensity time series

that still include zero measurements due to failures.lt is fortunately

very smooth even for 29 degrees of freedom. The fact that this spectrum

has no peaks indicates that there is no reason to believe that failures

have been other than at random; the shallow minimum at f=2 cycles/day is

probably associated with the fact that repairs are carried out during of-

fice hours.With persistent defects one returns the next morning.
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5.3.e Yearly spectra of changes in corrected neutron-and meson

intensities

Spectra of corrected neutron intensities between 1970 and 1978 as well

as spectra of corrected meson intensities (wide angle telescope) shown in

figures 93 up to 108 clearly indicate why one should be extremely cautious

with results of a restricted harmonic analysis of the semi-diurnal vari-

ation (determination of amplitude and phase at the frequency f=2 cycles/day).

The first objection against looking at f=2 cycles/day only, is the fact

that the expected frequency modulation due to changing interplanetary

magnetic field conditions is not taken into account.

The second objection is that one can not judge the significance of the

obtained results since the power at neighbouring frequencies remains un-

known.

Full spectral analysis shows the power of neighbouring frequencies as well

and provides aides as to how significant peaks are.This prevents an incor-

rect interpretation of a spectrum with no significant peak at f=2 cycles/day.

The results for amplitude and phase of a restricted harmonic analysis can

then be ascribed to noise.Full spectral analysis is a much more reliable

tool when one is dealing with a weak signal.

That conditions can be unfavourable for a restricted harmonic analysis

of the semi-diurnal variation is clearly depicted by the spectra of

neutron and meson intensity variations between 1970 and 1972 (figures

93-98).Also the neutron intensity variation spectrum of 1978 (figure 108)

shows no sign of a significant semi-diurnal peak.Between 1973 and 1977

(figures 99-107) the peak at f=2 cycles/day is significant at the 95% level

indicated in the lower left corner.The meson telescope deteriorated

during 1975 as can be seen from the extra peaks that appear for frequen-

cies below f=l in figure 104.In 1976, figure 106, the meson telescope

deteriorated even further, higher frequency bands are affected; no re-

liable information from spectra of meson intensity variations could be

obtained after 1975.

From the yearly spectra of 1973-1977, the solar minimum activity years,

information can be obtained that is surely not due to noise.During solar

maximum activity years,1970-1972 and 1978, the noise level rises as can

be seen from the mean log c(f) level.

To make comparisons between different years one must know that starting

with 1973 a scaling factor of 10 was applied to the neutron intensities
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which causes the power to drop by 2. beginning with 1973.For meson inten-

sities the scaling factor was 100 causing the power to drop 4. along the

log C(f) scale.

Whether the semi-diurnal peak remains hidden in a risen noise level during

solar maximum years was investigated by comparing peak heights and noise-

levels between solar maximum and solar minimum activity years.

a) Neutron intensity variation spectra.

The noise-level between 1973 and 1977 near f=2 lies at 5.35-5.40.

The peak height at f=2 with 29 degrees of freedom is 5.90-6.00.

The noise-level in 1970 is 5.55 (after correction for the scaling factor)

and there is no sign of a semi-diurnal peak.The risen noise-level alone

would not explain the missing semi-diurnal peak if its magnitude would

have, been the same as during 1973-1977.

In 1971 the noise-level is normal at 5.35 but a sign of a semi-diurnal

peak remains below 5.65 at 29 degrees of freedom.

In 1972 the noise-level is high at 5.70,an insignificant peak at f=2

at 6.00 can therefore be ascribed to a semi-diurnal variation that

remains almost completely hidden in a risen noise level.

In 1978 the noise-level is at maximum height, 5.9-6.0, and there is no

sign of a semi-diurnal peak. If its magnitude would have been the same

as in 1973-1977 its peak would remain completely hidden in the noise anyhow.

Ths conclusion therefore is that during solar maximum activity years

the semi-diurnal variation remains either hidden in the risen noise-level

or decreases below a detectable level on a yearly basis.

b) Meson intensity variation spectra.

The noise-level in 1973-1974 around f=2 is 3.60.The semi-diurnal peak of

height 4.20 with 29 degrees of freedom is significant at the 95% level.

In 1970 the noise-level is 3.8 (after correction for the scaling factor)

and the insignificant semi-diurnal peak remains below 4.0.

In 1971 the noise-level is low at 3.50 and the not yet significant semi-,

diurnal peak reaches 3.95.

In 1972 the noise-level is about 3.60 and the insignificant semi-diurnal

peak reaches 3.95.

Also for meson intensity variations the insignificance of the peak of the

semi-diurnal variation can not be accounted to a risen noise level.The mag-

nitude of the semi-diurnal variation during solar maximum activity years

has decreased when compared to tha values in 1973 and 1974.
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5.4 FINAL REMABKS

In the light of knowledge acquired during the sixties and the seventies

of the neutral sheet, the following explanation of a reduction of the semi-

diurnal component during solar maximum activity years can be offered.

The extend of the region near the heliomagnetic equator modulated by the

wavy neutral sheet is found to vary considerably during a solar cycle.

Whereas in solar minimum activity years the wave amplitude in degrees so-

lar latitude is restricted to 10-15° it probably reaches up to 30° du-

ring solar maximum activity.An enlarged wave amplitude during solar maxi-

mum activity considerably reduces the time that the earth is close to

the warped neutral sheet.The effect of a bi-directional gradient per-

pendicular to the sheet as a semi-diurnal variation in the pitch angle

distribution is then less often detectable.This modulation of the time

favourable for the earth based instruments to be able to detect the

effects of a bi-directional gradient is probably more important than

an eventual change in the magnitude of the gradient .Whereas if the

mechanism behind the model of Subramanian is right, one would expect

large gradients in guiding centre density especially in solar maximum

activity years when the active regions on the solar surface on their way

from the poles to the magnetic equator migrate to within ±10° heliomag-

netic latitude-

The use of our earth based instruments is severely hampered by the

wavy neutral sheet and in the case of the semi-diurnal variation to

an extend that should make us very sceptic about interpretations given -.

to changes in the characteristics of this particular variation.

The most important evolution in the models that describe the modula-

tion characteristics of the interplanetary magnetic field, carried

away by the solar wind plasma, is the emergence of the wavy or warped

neutral sheet as a major modulation mechanism.Its influence was un-

known when one suggested the analytic models of the sixties.

Future models that incorporate this modulation mechanism will have

to use computer simulation models to estimate its possible influence.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Time series analysis,used to determine correction coefficients for the

atmospheric influence on produced secondary cosmic ray particles, provides

us with techniques to model time series in such a way that bias, due to

the time dependence of adjacent measurement values, is strongly reduced

before the atmospheric correction coefficients are estimated.For total

mass changes represented by airpressure changes at sealevel, a time depen-

dent unbiased barometric coefficient could be evaluated.Statistically op-

timal values for the estimated barometric coefficient are obtained in case

measurements are summed to 12 hourly values and when low frequency contri-

butions are removed.Simple differencing of the time series involved turned

out to be an efficient alternative for more general autoregressive pro-

cesses.

Compared to the non autoregressive estimation the barometric coefficients

obtained from differenced series show a reduction of their variation in .

time to 40% and a much more smooth course with time.Since the effect of

as well higher order autoregressive filters as the summation of measure-

ments from 1 hour up to 24 hours were evaluated, it can be stated that

the information obtained for the time variance of the barometric coeffi-

cient for neutrons can not be further improved.

The relation of the value of the barometric coefficient and average air-

pressure during the 2-monthly periods used to determine those coefficients

turned out to be slightly positive- - in accordance with the slope obtained

from altitude surveys- - but very unreliable.

When the estimated barometric coefficients are plotted versus corrected

intensities of neutrons, apart from a linear correlation in the 2-month

sets with slope d$/dl = .40, large hysteresis loops show up.The yearly

mean values of barometric coefficients and corrected intensities of neutrons

show a much more clear linear correlation with slope dB/dl = .54, most of

the hysteresis effect is removed by averaging over a year.

A preference for anti-clockwise hysteresis can be due to Shockwave induced

intensity reductions followed by a recovery phase in regular interplane-

tary magnetic field conditions.During the recovery phase the loop is clo-

sed via an initial hardening of the differential primary particle spectrum.
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Where the correction of meson intensities for the influence of atmos-

pheric changes is concerned, not only a correction for total mass varia-

tions but also correction coefficients for mass-distribution changes

were evaluated.The thickness profile was taken to represent mass-distri-

bution changes.When mass-distribution correction coefficients CH(mb) for

each of the 18 millibar levels up to 50mb were determined from the data,

the high degree of crosscorrelation between the changes at the 18 levels

severely disturbed the estimation with a multiple regression model.

In case the estimation uses a number of independently determined mass-

distribution correction coefficients the amount of crosscorrelation

can only be restricted by reducing the number of profile layers to

about 3.Therefore, a second estimation was tried using all the 18 layers.

A functional form for the mass-distribution correction coefficients was

chosen.A higher polynomial description, CH(mb)=A+B(mb-mbo)+C(mb-mbn) +../

using more than two parameters resulted in highly unreliable values

for the parameters.A straight line approximation for CH(mb) is the

best one can use.Even this simple straight line approximation was too

unreliable to conclude which theoretically deduced mass-distribution

correction coefficients are.the bestc.

Since the mass-distribution or temperature effect is of seasonal cha-

racter, one can not filter away disturbing low frequencies - due to chan-

ges in solar activity - without removing the atmospheric effect itself.

The number of time series with high crosscorrelations and the presence of

extra-terrestrial low frequency changes together with noise make the

experimental verification a statistically intractable problem.Theoreti-

cally deduced coefficients to correct for atmospheric changes must

be preferred.

After correction for atmospheric induced variations the meson smoothed

monthly intensities covering 1970-1974 show a semi-annual variation with

amplitude 0.13% and a phase which corresponds to a positive gradient

in guiding centre density away from the heliomagnetic equator.
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The analytic models for the effects of a semi-diurnal variation in

cosmic ray intensity in interplanetary space do not incorporate essential

characteristics of the structure of the interplanetary magnetic field

near the heliomagnetic equator.The first modification that we have to

take into account is the inclination between the ecliptic plane and

the heliomagnetic equator of 7%°.This inclination alone severely restricts

the conditions favourable for detection of a bi-directional gradient in

guiding centre density of primary particles due to the fact that their

maximum gyroradius is not sufficiently large.The maximum gyroradii of

primary particles that contribute to neutrons brings them to 2.3° helio-

latitude above and beneath the ecliptic plane.For primary particles that

contribute to mesons a median value of ±7° is found.With the bi-direc-

tional gradient symmetric around the heliomagnetic equator, conditions

would be unfavourable most of the year for the detection of a semi-

diurnal variation in produced neutrons.

Since the hemispheres of the interplanetary magnetic field are of oppo-

site magnetic polarity and separated by a neutral sheet, which is warped,

conditions for the detection of the effects of a bi-directional gradient

that must be symmetric around the warped neutral sheet, become even less

favourable.With a wave amplitude between 10° and 30° heliolatitude even

conditions for the detection of a semi-diurnal variation in meson inten-

sities are. not fulfilled most of the time.

The warped neutral sheet as the plane of symmetry for a bi-directional

gradient can be replaced by a plane near the heliomagnetic equator if

intensities from full soler rotations are used.In that case the dis-

tance of the earth based instruments to the neutral sheet averages out

to the well known distance to the heliomagnetic equator inclined by

7%° to the ecliptic plane.Since the earth crosses this equator twice a

year- in the beginning of December and June- a semi-annual variation

will be present in the corrected intensities if a bi-directional gra-

dient exists=In the corrected meson intensities such a semi-annual

wave is present when a number of years is averaged.The amplitude is

only 0.13%.This would give an estimated magnitude of 0.0175% value

for the gradient per degree heliolatitude at 1 AU from the sun.
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From the polar histograms of the direction of the interplanetary magnetic

field component in the ecliptic plane several conclusions could be drawn.

The favoured directions of the field are those which follow from the Archi-

median spiral configuration but the distribution is rather wide.Therefore,

considerable frequency modulation is expected for the semi-diurnal varia-

tion in cosmic ray intensity and for the component of the diurnal varia-

tion parallel to the magnetic field.

The average distribution of those directions is not symmetric.During solar

cycle 19 the outwards pointing field direction occurörred more often and during

solar cycle 20 the inward pointing directions.Since the polarity of the

interplanetary magnetic field changed sign in both hemispheres between

histograms taken from the two cycles, this result indicates a more active

heliographic northern hemisphere/ shifting the solar magnetic equator

a degree or so towards the heliographic south.

Solar rotation histograms of field directions exhibit maximum in minus

out asymmetry when the distance of the earth to the heliomagnetic equa-

tor is largest, especially in solar minimum years.This asymmetry is so

high during 1976-1977 that the polarity of the magnetic field directions

measured at maximum distance to the heliomagnetic equator remains almost

constant.Clearly during 1976-1977 the earth remains only just within the

wavy configuration.The wave amplitude must therefore be close to 8°.

Finally the significance of the semi-diurnal variation compared to neigh-

bouring frequencies was examined.lt turned out that during solar maximum

activity the semi-diurnal is either reduced or remains hidden in the risen

noise level.It is clear from these findings that one should be extremely

cautious with the results for amplitude and phase of the semi-diurnal

variation obtained from periods much shorter than a year during solar

minimum activity. During solar maximum activity no safe time-span can

be given.
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STELLINGEN

l.Een experimentele bepaling van atmosferische korrektie koëfficiënten
voor mesonen is behept met grotere onzekerheden dan een theoretische
bepaling verkregen met behulp van Monte Carlo simulatie modellen.(dit
proefschrift).

2.Er kan geen statistisch betrouwbare betekenis worden toegekend aan
waarden voor amplitude en fase van de halfdaagse variatie in gekorrigeerde
neutronen en mesonen als deze zijn verkregen uit tijdreeksen aanzienlijk
korter dan een jaar.(dit proefschrift)

3.De gegolfde neutrale laag is de belangrijkste bron van modulatie voor
primaire kosmische stralingsdeeltjes in het interplanetaire magneet
veld.(dit proefschrift)

4.Konklusies omtrent de aanwezigheid van periodiciteiten, genomen op
grond van een machtsspektrum, verkregen via een diskrete Fourier trans-
formatie van de meetgegevens zonder een daarop volgend glijdend midde-
len van de spectraalschatters, zijn statistisch gezien geheel onver-
antwoord. (Cutler, 1980)

5.Het aantal radio sonde oplatingen -twee per dag- en de internationaal
afgesproken tijdstippen -rond 12 en 24 uur GMT- zijn onvoldoende om de
amplitude en fase van de dagelijkse variatie in de verkregen profielwaarden
vast te stellen.Het verdient daarom'aanbeveling hét aantal oplatingen
tot 3 of 4 per dag uit te breiden.

6.Witte ruis betrouwbaarheidsintervallen voor de kruiskorrelatiefunktie
van twee variabelen mogen alleen gehanteerd worden als de autokorre-
latiefunkties van beide variabelen voldoen aan het witte ruis kriterium.

7.Natuurkunde is de wetenschap, waarbij de onderzoeker zijn aandacht be-
perkt tot de rol van die variabele grootheden, waarvan de variaties en
invloed meetbaar zijn.De toenemende meetnauwkeurigheid leidt dienten-'
gevolge vaak tot steeds ingewikkelder modellen.

8.Met de invoering van de tweefaaen struktuur en een beperkte inschrijvings-
duur wordt de kans groot, dat bij toekomstig grensverleggend onderzoek
de grenzen naar binnen verlegd worden.

9.Het foutvrij maken van een computer programma is een essentieel terug-
koppelingsproces tussen programma output en programmeur, hetwelk de
laatste helpt zijn oplossing beter te formuleren.

10.De uitkomst van de gevolgen van de automatisering op de werkgelegenheid
wordt niet alleen bepaald door de mate, waarin het bestaande takenpakket
door computers wordt overgenomen, maar evenzeer door de mate, waarin
nieuwe taken, mogelijk geworden door de lage automatiseringskosten,
ook ter hand worden genomen.



11.Eenvoud van programmeren, en niet een zo ingenieus mogelijk gebruik
maken van beperkt computer geheugen, is nu de sleutel tot een succes-
volle automatisering.

12.Het aanzienlijke tijdverlies tussen gereed onderzoek en publikatie
kan aanzienlijk worden teruggebracht als er voor tekstverwerkers op
onderzoeksinstituten en bij uitgeverijen een schijfstandaard wordt
overeengekomen, zodat eenmaal ingebrachte en opgemaakte tekst niet
nogmaals gezet en gekontroleerd hoeft te worden.

13.Onderdrukking is onderdrukking, waar dan ook.Links moet de integriteit
hebben om dit onomwonden als haar uitgangspunt te kiezen.(de Groene
Amsterdammer 30-12-1981)

14.Gevreesd moet worden, dat regeringen, die politieke opposanten maar
liever meteen laten verdwijnen, dit doen in de overtuiging, dat het
ontbreken van informatie sterk belemmerend zal werken op de aktivi-
teiten van organisaties op het gebied van de mensenrechten.

15.In de rechtsspraak is rechtzekerheid doorslaggevend, niet rechtvaardigheid.

16.Als er aan een Hinderwetvergunning al voorwaarden verbonden zijn,
bestaan deze grotendeels alleen op papier.

17.Politiek is de kunst, die het gewone mensen onmogelijk moet maken
zich met hun eigen zaken te bemoeien.(Paul Valéry)

18.Een heelal model waarbij het universum als een kwantum fluktuatie
in een zwaartekrachtsveld wordt beschouwd, is niet alleen een even-
tuele verklaring voor de missende massa, maar impliceert tevens een
instabiel,proton.("The quantum era" Casher,A. and Englert,F. 1981
Physics Letters vol 104B pp 117-120)

19.A dream is an emotion picture.

20.Nieuwsgierigheid is de eerste stap op de weg naar wetenschap.

Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift
van D.P.Huijsmans, 17 maart 1982




